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Corrections
Page. Line.
2 2 For compact read complete.
19 1 For a(m-n) read a(m- n,x) .
19 5 For Tia-n(A) read T-(m- n) (A).
20 7 For " closure of its own interior
read " interior of its own closure"
25 -5 There is something missing from the
argument here. In addition to the graph 
of <p being closed it is necessary that 
for every x £ X  there exists a neighbour­
hood U of x with p(U) compact. Let 
be a sequence of compact sets with 
U C 1 =C-; then 0a (xQ,0) can be expressed 
as the union of closed sets
U (oa (xQ,o)n (lx ci)).
It now follows from Baire's Theorem that 
U exists for some x ; the minimality of 
T proves it for all x .
For 'TT.(Oa(y))n ... read TTx (Oa (y) n ... . 
For " uncoimtable collection of cocyoles" 
read "uncountable collection of pairwise 
non-cohornologous cocycles".
71 For x read Tm (x) .
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41
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SUMMARY
A skew-product extension of a transformation T:X -* X 
by an abelian group G is a transformation 3:XxG — X x G  
of the form 3(x,g) = (T(x) ,g + y/(x) ) , where y.X -» G 
is a function. In the first part of this thesis X is 
a complete metric space, T is a minimal homeomorphism 
and y/ is a continuous function into a locally compact 
second countable abelian group. The orbit structure of 
3 is studied with the help of an invariant from ergodic 
theory, the group of essential values or ratio set of 
the extending cocycle. Several types of possible orbit 
structure for 3 are described; the most interesting 
occurs when 3 is topologically transitive. In the special 
case where X is compact and G is Euclidean it is shown 
that for any given T there is a residual subset of 
functions which define topologically transitive extensions. 
Necessary and sufficient conditions for 3 to be 
topologically transitive are obtained for the special 
case where T is a translation on a torus. This generalises 
a theorem of Hedelund.
The second part of the thesis studies a collection of 
examples of measurable extensions by the reals. The 
soace X is the unit circle and T is rotation through the 
angle exp(2rri.*) with 0<«t<1. The function y/ is 
defined by
y/( exp(2n-ix) ) = ’X [jr) a)(x)-p
0^:x<1 and 0 < p < 1  . The set of pairs («*,p)where
for which, the resulting 3 is ergodic is proved to be a 
residual subset of the unit square which has Lebesgue 
measure one. The special case where <*, (5 and 1 are 
integrally related is treated separately. Here the 
extensions are not ergodic but ergodic extensions by 
subgroups of the reals can be obtained from them.
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INTRODUCTION
The subject of this thesis is the orbit strucure of skew- 
product extensions of transformations by locally compact 
abelian groups. Skew-product extensions are also known as 
cylinder transformations or cylindrical cascades. Although 
the title mentions only the non—compact case, extensions 
by compact groups are not excluded. However, none of the 
results in this thesis amounts to anything new when applied 
to extensions by compact groups.
Apart from the first chapter the thesis falls naturally 
into two parts. ( Chapter One contains the basic definitions 
which are common to both parts.) The first of these, consistin 
of Chapter Two, is about continuous extensions of minimal 
homeomorphisms. Most of its results could be reformulated 
to accomodate extensions of topologically transitive 
homeomorphisms. However, there is little to be gained from 
this increase in generality. It would merely complicate 
matters without introducing anything essentially new.
Most writers on continuous skew-products have concentrated 
on examples of topologically transitive extensions. An 
exception is the paper of Hedeluna ( C3]) which contains a 
complete analysis of real line extensions of minimal 
translations on the circle. Although these skew-products 
do not display the full range of possible orbit behavior, 
extensions of only moderately more complex transformations 
do so. It wo'old therefore be sufficient to study only 
extensions of transformations on compact metric spaces.
However, much of our analysis- holds for extensions of any 
minimal transformation on a compact metric spacer Accordingly, 
we begin with this general case and specialise to compact 
spaces as nescessary..
The first section of Chapter Two contains the definitions 
of some notation which is used throughout the,- chapter. In 
the second section we consider the recurrence properties 
of continuous extensions.. A skew-product extension is always 
either wholly conservative or wholly dissipative. The first 
of these possibilities is of greatest interest and for the 
rest of the chapter we concentrate upon it.
The third section sees the introduction of our main tool, 
the group of essential values of the extending cocycle. 
Essential values are defined in £153 for cocycles of a 
measure-class preserving action on a probability space. Our 
definition is derived from that of £l 53 by replacing sets 
of positive measure with open sets. In cases where both 
definitions are applicable the two groups may be quite 
different. This reflects the fact that, even for simple 
examples, the metric and topological properties of non-compact 
skew-products can be completely different.
The main results of the third section show how a knowledge 
of the essential values of the extending cocycle gives a 
description of most orbit closures under the extension. By 
"most orbit closures" we mean that the union of the collection 
of orbit closures to which the description applies is a 
residual set. The section ends with two examples. They display 
the two important varieties of orbit behavior which were 
not described by Hedelund in [8l.
1In the fourth section we consider only extensions by
ian1“ of minimal transformations on compact metric spaces.
This section is about the existence of topologically
transitive extensions. Our first theorem shows that (with
a suitable metric ) the topologically transitive extensions
form a residual subset of the set of all conservative
extensions. ?or the other main result in this section we
specialise still further and consider- only extensions of
ai minimal translation on a torus. Here we prove a
generalisation of the main theorem of [3j ; every non-
n
trivial conservative ¡R -extension of a minimal translation 
is topologically transitive.
The final section of Chapter Two deals with the details 
of the orbit structure of extensions. It turns out that the 
description obtained from the essential values in Section 
Three is complete only in the most trivial cases. There aire 
usually points with orbits which do not fit this description- 
and they can make the orbit closure structure of an extension 
very complicated.
The second part of the thesis, which consists of Chapter 
Three and the appendices, is less general in scope than the 
first. Chapter Three is about a collection of examples of 
discontinuous skew-product extensions. They are conservative 
real line extensions of irrational rotations on tne circle 
and the extending functions take only two values, on 
complementary intervals. These transformations preserve a 
natural measure and so provide an example for the theory of 
metric properties of extensions developed in [15]. They
4also have connections with the theory of uniform 
distribution of sequences (for details see 0 43). The 
second section of Chapter Three contains a proof that 
almost all of these extensions are ergodic. The third 
section is concerned with a special case that arises 
naturally in the course of this proof. Here ergodic 
extensions are again obtained.
Appendix A is a reproduction of a short paper on 
measurable extensions of ergodic transformations. It 
contains a theorem which gives a condition for a real 
line extension to be recurrent. Since publication of 
this paper I have discovered that a proof of the theorem 
is inherent in the first lemma of [103, although it is 
not explicitly stated.
The final part of the thesis, Appendix 3, is concerned 
with the proof of a lemma in Chapter Three. This lemma 
is not proved because its proof is a slight modification 
of the proof of a well known theorem. Instead, the details 
of the modification are given in this appendix.
Tinally, a note about the numbering of results and 
statements: a number of the form, a.b.c.d refers to 
the d'th numbered statement of the c'th result in 
Section b of Chapter a . Within Chapter a- this would be 
shortened to b.c.d and within Result a.b.c it would be 
shortened to (d). The numbers of results are similarly 
shortened so that the c'th result in Section b of 
Chapter a is refered to as b.c within that chapter and 
a.b.c outside it.
5CHAPTER O'lE 
Basic Hexinitions
This chapter contains the definitions and details of 
notation that are common to both parts of the thesis. The 
definitions have two alternative readings, one applying 
to continuous extensions of minimal homeomorphisms and 
the other applying to the measurable case. Where the two 
readings differ the text of the first is interrupted by 
the substitutions necessary to obtain the second. These 
interruptions are contained within double pointed 
brackets ( « , » ) .
Definition 1.1.
Let (X,d.r) <<(X,i»,ju)>5> be a complete uncountable metric 
space «nonatomic standard probability space». Let T:X-*X 
be a minimal homeomorphism «measure preserving automorphism». 
Let (G,+) be a locally compact, second countable, abelian 
group. A function a:2xX-G is called a cocycle for T if it 
is continuous «Sneasurable» and satisfies the cocycle 
equation;
a(n+m,x) = a(n,x) + a(m,Tn (x)) (n,m£2»x2!X).
For any cocycle a let a(1».) denote the function whose 
value at x is a(1,x). It is easy to see from the cocycle 
equation that the cocycle is completely determined by 
this function. Indeed if y/:X-G is any continuous «measurable» 
function we can obtain a cocycle a by setting
6for n >  0,
a (n , x ) * 0 for n = 0,
-ai-njI^Cx)) for n <  0.
definition 1.2.
Let a;2*X-»Cr be a cocycle for T:X-»X. The cocycle a is 
called a coboundary if there exists a continuous <<measurablebi> 
function <J?:X—G such that
In this case a is said to be the coboundary of p . Similarly, 
a function y'tX-.G is said to be a coboundary if the unique 
cocycle (for T) a:2TxX— G with a(1,.) is a coboundary.
Two cocycles or two functions, whose (pointwise) difference 
is a coboundary, are called cohomologous.
The nomenclature of Definitions 1.1 and 1.2 arises from 
the fact that cocycles and coboundaries, as defined here, 
belong to a cohomology theory. A cocycle, modulo the 
coboundaries, is an element of the first cohomology group 
of the integers with coefficients in a certain "^.-module. 
This is the module of continuous «measurable» functions: 
X—G, withthe module action induced from the action of the 
powers of T.
Definition 1.3.
Let a:2ixX—G be a cocycle for T:X-»X. Let Y = XxG. The 
skew-croiuct extension of T by D (or, briefly, G-extension 
of ?) defined by a is the transformation 3 :Y-*Y with
(n£25 x£X).
7Sa U»g) = (^(x ) >S + a ( 1 >x )) (x€X,g£G).
The cocycle a is called the extending; cocycle for 
3_ and the function a(1,.) is called the extending function.3.  -------------------- -*■ '
X and T are known as the base space and base transformaticn 
respectively.
An extension is clearly a continuous « m e a s u r a b l e »  
transformation. If T preserves a measure p on X then 3& 
preserves the product measure on Y , where X is the
Haar measure of G.
The reason for using a cocycle rather than just the 
extending function in Definition 1.3 is that the powers of 
3 can be expressed by the cocycle;
3*(x,g) = (Tn (x) ,g + a(n,x)) (n£^ x£X, g£G).
The importance of coboundaries in the study of extensions 
arises from the following lemma.
lemma 1 ._4*
Let a and bj "2xX— G be cocycles for T:X-*X. Suppose that 
o is the coboundary of a continuous «Jneasurable>i> function 
CJ:X-*G. let a+b be the cocycle which is the pointwise sum 
of a and b. let U:Y-*Y be the continuous «measurable» 
transformation with
U (x ,g) = (x,g +p(x)} (x£X, g£G).
Then U3„ = 3 TJ.3. a*b
Proof. Por all x€X and g£G>
U3 (x,g) = U (T(x)»g + a(1,x))
1 ir
= (T(x),g + a(1,x) + ^ p(T(x)));
3a+bU(x'«) = V b (x’S + y w )
= (T(x),g + ^p(x) + a(1,x) + b (1> x ))
= (T(x),g + a (1 , x) + £0(T(x))).
The special case of Lemma 1.4 wbare a is the zero cocycle 
is most important. It shows that if b is the coboundary of 
Jjthen every orbit under 3^ is contained in some translate 
of the graph of (p. The orbit structure of S,o is then similar 
to that of the trivial product of T and the identity 
transformation on G.
Before making the next definition we note that there 
is no loss of generality in assuming that G is metrisaole. 
From here on we shall assume that the topology of G is 
derived from a symmetric invariant metric d^.
The second readings of the next two definitions are 
specialised forms of Definitions 3.1 and 3-13 of 0 >  
which anoly to more general actions.
lefiniticn 1.5.
Let a:3txX-»G be a cocycle for T:X-X. An element g of G 
is an essential value of a if. for every 0 and every 
non-empty open set ACX «every measurable set ACX with 
u(X) >  0 » ,  there exists an nl2Tsu.cn shat 
A n T-n(A) O [x: d^(a(n,x),g) <  £i 4 
« p ( A  :T T-n(A ) T, jx: dQ(a(n,x),g) < £ } )  >  0 » .
Let co be the extra point in the one point compactification 
of G. It is an essential value if for every compact set
£*r_n
1CCGr and every non-empty open set ACX «every measurable 
set ACX with f^ (A) > 0 » ,  there exists an nCS. such that 
A n T- n (A) n {x: a(n,x)^c} i f 
«ft(A n T~n (A ) n jx: a(n,x)/ci) >  0 » .
The set of all essential values of a is denoted by 1(a). 
;/e define: E(a) = E(a) O G.
Definition 1.6.
Let a:2txX-»G be a cocycle for T:X—X. The cocycle a is 
called recurrent if, for every £ >  0 and every non-empty 
oner, set ACX «every measurable set ACX with fl(A) >  0 » ,  
there exists an n£2, n ^ 0, such that
A n Y- n (A) O ix: dG(a(n,x),0) < £ >  ^ /
«flyA n T_ n (A) O ix: d6 (a(n,x) ,0) <  6 } ) > 0  » •
A cocycle which is not recurrent is called transient.
.Finally, we fix the meaning of seme standard notation. 
The symbols X,G,T,Y,a and will always have the meanings 
of Definitions 1.1 — 1 .3. The symbols TT“- and 7TL stand forcr
the first and second coordinate projections of Y:
TT.:Y— X , -r^(x,g) = x;
TT^:Y— G , l£(x,g) = g.
For each h£G the translation on the second coordinate in 
Y is denoted by L^;
Lh :T-Y, Lh (x,g) = (x,g + h).
The norm in is denoted by single bar3 (|,i) rather than 
the usual double bars (||,||). This is because double bars
are used for another purpose in Chapter Three. The
supremum norm in l£n is used throughout;
i(v , ...,v )1 = Sup |v. | .
1 n 1
Finally, we give the usual meanings to the symbols ~Z+> 
-ZL_, ll?+, lR_i s o 2 + -  {n£2: n >  0} etcetera.
1 Sr
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CHAPTER TWO
Continuous Extensions of Minimal Homeomorohisms
£1. Introduction and notation.
In this chapter we explore the consequences for continuous 
extensions of the definitions of Chapter One. The first 
reading of Chapter One applies throughout and except at 
the end of all functions and transformations appearing 
here are continuous.
We now introduce some notation which is used throughout 
this chapter but not outside it. As X is a complete metric 
space it is possible to introduce a complete metric on Y;
dy((x >-i)»(xf, ) = Sup ldx(x,3if), dG (g,^)}.
The open ball of radius £ about a point y£Y is denoted 
by 3„(y,£); the meanings of 3-,(x,£) and 3r.(g, £) are analagous.
If ai2xX-»Gr is a cocycle for T:X— X then the orbit of 
a ooint y£Y under the extension 3 is written 0 (y). The 
orbit closure is then 0 (y) and OT’(y), 0~(y) denote theSI 3j cX
forward orbit and the closure of the backward orbit 
respectively.
'fe conclude by making a remark which is used implicitly 
at one or two places in this chapter, nothing of importance 
is lost if we replace the group G by the closure of the 
subgroup generated by {a(1»x): x£X}. When X is compact 
this means that we may assume that G is separable and 
compactly generated. The structure theorem for compactly 
generated, locally compact, abelian groups shows that such 
a group may be expressed as a product; G = !R *2. x 0 (n»m g- 0), 
where 0 is a compact group.
§2. Recurrence.
Definition 2.1.
Let Z be a topological space and let 3:Z-»Z be a 
homeomorphism. The S-wandering set, :,7(S),is the set of 
points zSZ for which there exists a neighbourhood U, 
containing z, such that U O  3n (U) = ^ for all nl2j n f 0. 
The 3-recurrent set is the set,
R(3) = lz£Z: z€| Sn(z): n >  0) O ¡3n(z): n <  0) }. 
The transformation 3 is called conservative if ’.7(3) = $ 
and dissipative if ',7(3) = Z.
Lemma 2.2.
Let Z be a complete metric space and let 3:Z—Z be a 
homeomorphism. Then R(3) and '.7(3) are invariant under S,
<7(S) is open and 77(3) U R(3) is a residual set.
Proof. See Gottschalk and Hedelund (Ceil), Theorem 7.24.
Definition 2.1 is standard in Topological Dynamics. The 
next result gives the connection between the recurrence 
properties of an extension 3 and the recurrence of the3.
extending cocycle, as defined in 1.1.6.
Proposition 2.3-
Let T:X—X be a minimal homeomorphism. Let a:2b<X-»G be 
a cocycle for T. Then one’ of the following statements is 
true:
(1) The extension 3 is conservative and a is recurrent;
SL
(2) The extension 3 is dissipative and a is tiansient.a
\Also, the sets >7(3 ) are invariant under 3 and all
the translations L^, h£G.
Proof, Sucrose that (3 ) A <t>\ then for some y £Y and € >  0,3.
By(y,i) n 3^(By(y »£)) = / for all n£2, n i 0. As all the; 
translations L, , (h£G) commute with 3 this implies that3*’
3^Lh(3-f(y, £)) O S^LbCByCy,«)) = { (n,m€2.,n * m,h£8).
But as T is minimal,
nVi hVo 3X<VY-«> = Y-
Go Vi(3 ) = Y. a
We have shown that if W(3 ) is non-empty, then it is
a sit-w
all of Y. To complete the proof we will^that this happens 
if and only if the cocycle a is transient.
If a is transient. then for some non-empty open set 
AC I and some £>0,
ttx((Ax 3g (0,6)) H S^(AxHG(0,f)))
= ?n (A O T_n(A) Pt ¡x: a(n,x)S B^(0,£)i) = /* 
for all nC2, n?£0. 3o W(S& ) 4 f.
Conversely, if W(S ) 4 / then it contains an open ball,
3y(y,£). IetTT:(y) = X, then
3 (x, £) n T-n(3..(x, £)) n (x: a(n,x) £ BG (0,£)} = /A. A
for all r.£ 2, n ^  0 and a is transient.
•The final statement of the lemma is obvious.
Corollary 'l . -A.
Assuns, in addition to thehypotheses of Lemma 2.3» that 
X is comnact. Then Statement (2) of 2.3 holds ii and only
Uif , for every compact set CC G and every x£ X, the set 
a(n,x)£C} is finite.
Proof. If, for some x£ X and soma compact set CCG, the 
set jn: a(n,x)£Cj is infinite then 0 (x,0) Pi (XxC)
3.
has an accumulation point y£Y. For any neighbourhood G 
of y the set in: U O  Sn (U) * j } ■ is infinite. Therefore 
y£'./(3 ) and Statement 2.3.1 holds.
3.
Conversely, suppose that Statement 2.3.1 is true. Then
Lemma 2.2 shows that R(3 ) *  0. As R(S„) is invarianta. 3.
under all the translations we can choose an x £ X  such
that (x,0)£ R(S ). This implies that if C is any compacta.
neighbourhood of the identity in G then jn: a(n,x) ^  C} 
is infinite.
Since Statements 2.3.1 and 2.3.2 are mutually exclusive, 
the corollary is proved.
,/e now restrict our attention to the special case where 
X is compact and G is a closed subgroup of IR. In this case 
the theory of ergodic sets makes it possible to determine 
whether a cocycle a is recurrent in terms oi uhe integrals
some x £ X. Then there exists a T-invariant Borei probability
Lemma 2.3.
let X be a compact metric space and let a:^xX-»R be a 
cocycle for T:X— X. Suppose there exists a sequence Oi 
positive integers (n^) such that |a(n^,x)| -» 0, for
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Proof. It is a standard result in ergodic theory that 
if X is a compact Hausdorff space and T:X— X is a minimal 
homeomorphism then there exists a T-invariant Borel 
probability measure on X. The usual proof of this theorem 
(see Oxtoby, C1 1"] , Theorem 2.1) shows that for any point 
x £ X  there exists a sequence of positive integers (n|) 
and a T-invariant 3orel probability measure u such that
let X be a compact metric space with T:X— X a minimal
for every continuous function R. This proof is still
valid if (n|) is chosen as a subsequence of (n^). he 
conclusion follows on setting G?= a(1,.).
lemma 2.6.
homeomorphismn . Let a:2x X-» R be a cocycle for T. buppose 
that f>i is a T-invariant 3orel probability measure on X 
and that T is ergodic with resect to p . Then if
\a(1,.) dp = 0 a is recurrent.
ail of X; but then p(A) >  0 for every non-empty open
set A C X.
X a minimallet X be a compact metric space, with T:X-» 
homeomorohism. Let a:2x X-»[R be a cocycle for f. For eaca 
r£lR let a^r; be the cocycle with a^r ^(n,x) = a(n,x)+nr. 
Then the set I = {r€R: a^r ' is recurrenti is an interval.
Proof. Suppose that r,t£ I and r < s < t .  v.'e will show that 
s£I. proposition 2.3 shows that the extensions Sa (r)
and 3 (t' are conservative. 3y using Lemma 2.2 and thea '
fact that the sets, R(3£ (r)) and R(Sa (t)) are invariant 
under all the tranlations L^» we may choose a point x£ X 
such that (x,0)£R(3 (r)) n R(3 (t)). Then there exist 
increasing sscjuences (n^) and (m^) such, that a (n^>x) -* 0
and - 0. Because a ^ ^ n ^ x )  - a ^ ^ n ^ x )  — 00
and a(3)(m.,x)-a(t)(m.,x) - a is)(n,x) must be positive
ana negative for infinitely many n>0. 3o i-*- H —^uu^ja( 1 ,x*) | 
then the set in>0: |a(s} (n,x) i * M} must be infinite. 
Corollary 2.4 shows that a ^ i s  recurrent.
1Theorem 2.8
Let X be a compact metric space and let T:X— X be a 
minimal homeomorphism. Let a:^x X — P. be a cocycle for T. 
Then the following statements are equivalent:
(1) a is recurrent;
(2) ?or some x£X, LimnInf n 1|a(n,x)| = 0;
(3) There exists a T-invariant Borel probability 
measure u on X such that la(1,.) dp = 0.
Proof. Suppose (1) is true; then Proposition 2.3 shows that 
R(3& ) f <j>. Hence (2) is satisfied. If (2) holds then 
Lemma 2.5 proves (3).
Now suppose that (3) is true. Lemma 2.5 of shows
that jx can be expressed as an integral of T-invariant 
ergodic Borel probability measures. (An ergodic measure 
for T is a measure with respect to which T is ergodic.)
It follows that either there exists a T-invariant ergodic 
probability measure P q (possibly identical to p) such 
that Ja(1,.) dpQ = 0, or there exist two such measures .
p., . [ip with
r = J a(1 * •) dp. <  0 <  | a(1i.) ^ 2  = ^ ‘
In the first case Lemma 2.6 shows that a is recurrent.
. (-r) ' *'In the second case it shows than a
( iiand av are
recurrent. Statement (1) then follows from Lemma 2.7:
18
#3. as sential values and extensions.
This section is concerned with the relationship between 
the essential values of a cocycle and the properties of 
the extension which it defines. If a is a transient cocycla. 
then it is clear that co£ E(a). Corollary 3.9 will show 
that in fact . B(a) = {0,ooj.
V/hen a is a recurrent cocycle- a knowledge of 3(a) and 
the essential values of a related cocycle, a, yields a 
description of "most" orbit closures under This
description is given by Theorem 3.7, its corollaries and 
Propositions 3.10, 3-15 and 3-16.
V/e begin by establishing some elementary properties of
Proposition 3.1
Let T:Z— X be a minimal transformation and let a.:2xX— G 
oe a cocycle for f. Then E(a) is a closed subgroup o- .
Proof. It is clear that 3(a) is closed. Suppose tr.at 
g, h£ E(a); we shall show that (g-h)£3(a).
Given any £ >  0 and any non-empty open set A C  X, let
! such that
B = A n  T-n(A) n {x : a(n,x)£ 3& (h,£/2)| *
s an oren set there exists an n £ Z  such. tha
C - 3 r\ p-“-(3) n ¡x: a(m,x)£BG(g,£/2)| ï h
Tn (C) then because T-n(x) £ CC B,
19
a(m- n) = a(m,T n(x)) + a(-n,x)
= a(m,T-n(x)) - a(n,T-vl(x))
£ 3G(gf£/2) - B0(h,6/2) = 3G(g-h,£).
Also Tm-n(x) i Ta (")CA. Therefore,
x £ (A O T“-n( A) C (x : a(m-n,x)£3 (g-h,8)j) 4 /•
Proposition '5.2.
Let a and b : Z x X - G  be cocycles for a minimal 
transformation T:X-*X. Suppose that b is a coooundaryj 
then 3(a) = E(a+b).
Proof. As -b is also a coboundary, it is only necessary 
to prove that 3(a) C 3(a+b). Let cp:X-»G oe a continuous 
function with b(n,x) = jp(Tn(x))-jp(x) for all nC'Z and x £ X  
Por any £ > G  and any non-empty open set AC X there exists 
a non-empty open subset 3 of A such that, for all x,x' c. 3, 
d (ro(x) ,©(x')) <  E/2. Whenever n i Z a n d  x£ X are such that
G 7  ' /
x £ B O T r‘ (3) we have:
dG(b(n,x),0) = dG(^>(x),^Tn (x)) <  6/2.
Hence, for each g£ 3(a) there exists n£Z.such that
A O T-n(A) H ix: (a+b) (n,x) £ 3G(g, E"1 I
3 C f-n(3) ,3 {x: a(n,x) £ 3G (g, f/2) | /■ /.
Go 3(a) C W(a + b).
If / 3(a + b) 
and a non-empty 
whenever x £ AC T 
and choose 3C A 
subset of G and
then there exists a compact set C C G 
open set A C X  such that (a + b)(n,x)£C 
-n(A). p i x O 0 so that 3G(0,c) is compact 
as above. Then C + 3G(0,£) is a compact
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a(n,x) = ( a + ’o)(n,x) -^P(Tn (x)) + jp(x)
£ C + 3f,(0,£)
whenever x £ 30. T-n(3). It follows that °°^E(a). So 
3(a) C 3(a + b) and the proof is complete.
Definition 3•3. Let Z be a topological space and let 
3:3— Z be a homeomorphism. A subset U of Z is called 
5-regular if it is the closure of its own interior and 
satisfies: 3(U) = U.
Jj 0TT1 rP  ^ ^ •
Let a:Zx ’(-? be a cocycle for T:L-»X. Let 3a
the C— extension defined by T and a. Let 'M be the
of all 3 -regular sets. Then a J
2(a) = fg: ig (U) = U, U £ XU.
Proof. Suppose that g£ 3(a) and US'Xt. Because E(a) is a 
group if is only necessary to prove that L (U) C U. Foro
every y£U, there exists an 6> G  such that 3^(y»e)CU.
Let y= (x,h) and consider the set
D= U (Bv (x,£) n T"n (B,,(x, e)) n {x: a (n i x) £ (-g»£ / 2)} ).n=-co - A ^
This is a dense subset of B.^Cxjg) because g£ 3(a). (if the 
complement of D in B.,(x,e) contained an open set A thenA.
we would have
A - T n (A) n (x: a(n,x) £ 3c>g,£/2) 1 = f 
for all n £"2.) Because D is dense,
be the 
collection
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out .(3-r(y,6/2)) is open and so lies in the interior, U
of U. In particular, L (y) £ U. This argument applies tog
all y£U; so We have L (U) C U as required.g
Conversely, suppose that L (U)CU for every U £*U.. fore>
any £ > 0  and non-empty open set ACX, the interior of
3 s“.(A*3p(0,i/2))—co <3-
is an 3 -regular set. So for some n i S  
8. °
(A x 3r (g , £/ 2)) n S^(3r (0,£/2)) y $•
louivalently,
A ^ T~n (A ) n ix: a(n,x) £ £) I / i•
%
Corollary 3.0»
Let =:2xX-»5 be a cocycle for T:X-»X. let g€C-. Suppose 
that 1 (U)C U, for every S —regular set U; tnen g- ^(a).
o •e^rrr.a
Let be a cocycle for a minimal transformation
m-X-X Let 3 be the corresponding G-extension oi T.a
Suppose that for some x,x' £ X  and g,h£ G the poin.o 
(x' ,h; and (x',h + g) both lie in 0a(x,0). Then g^^-i.a).
Proof. Let V be any 3 -regular set; we shall show that
T, dll c Let (m.) and (ml)be sequences with 3 3 (x,C) - (xyh.) 
and 3m 3(x,0) - (x,g + h). For each (w,f)£U, choose a
ssraer.es (n. ) such that Tni(x') — wand (T i(x'),f)£- lor
all i: Then for every
+ "-1 (x,f - h - a(ni»x')) -* (-
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Because U is open and 3._-invariant this implies that for
each ( x ^ - h - a t n . ^ O e u .  3o
1 x ) = ( w, f+g) = Lim Lira 3 3 ^{x,f-h-a(n. ,x1)) £ U.g i j a _
This argument applies to all (w,f)EU; so Lg(U) C U. 3ut 
L (U) is open and so lies in the interior, U of U. Vie
have L (U) C XJ §
Corollary 3-6
for all U £ 11 and the conclusion follows from
Tnecrer; 5.7.
Let X be a complete metric space and let T:X-»X be a 
minimal homeomorphism. Suppose that a;2x X-> G is a cocycle 
for T. Then the following statements are equivalent:
(1) g is an essential value of a;
(2) She set (y£Y: L (y)€Oa (y)) is a residual 
subset of Y which is invariant under 3a and the 
group of translations J : h£ G-}.
(3) There exists y £ Y  with Lrr(y) £ °a(Y) •
Proof. Suppose that Statement (1) holds. Then for every 
x £ X  and £ > 0  there exists an n£2Lsuch tnat
3_hx, 6/2 ). n T"n(3-.(x, 6/2)) n ¡x: a(n,x) £ 3Q(g, £)! * 0 •
In terms of 3 , this means that ifa
P- = {x £ X: Inf dv (s”(x,0),(x,g))< £ !>£ n £ 2  * a
then Pt n B x (x,£/2) + 0. It follows that for every 6>0
P is an ooon d.6ns0 subs31 01 X« Lsu
P - ”  p i = {x: (x,g)£ 0 (x,0)j. 
i=1 i_1 a
residua 1 subset ox X. >1early
ly- r(y) £ oa(y)i = (x,h): x£P, h £ 0} ;
P is a
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so Statement (2) holds.,
The implication from Statement (2) to (3) is trivial. 
That Statement (1) follows from (3) is a direct consequence 
of lemma 3-6.
Corollary 3.3.
Let X he a complete metric space and let T:X-»X be a
minimal homeomorphism. Suppose that a : 2 x X -* G is a cocycle
for T. Then the set jy: L_(0 (y)) = 0 (y), g c  S(a)j isg a a
a residual subset of Y which is invariant under 3& and the 
group of translations {L-^ : hCG}.
Proof. Because G is second countable, it is separable.
Therefore 3(a) is separable; let {g. : iC Z j  be a countable
:nS8 subset
id y £Y, we
rCy ) (y)o
ty: L (Ô& a
ty: L.JOjy)) = c a(y),g£ Ii(a)l ^ n ^ i y :  L (0a (y) ) = 0& (y) |l=-°°
oo
= n fy: l (y)£ o (y)}.j_=—CO gj_ ^
The conclusion now follows from Statement 3*7.2 and Baire s 
Theorem.
Corollary 3.9.
Let a : Z x i - C  be a cocycle for a minimal transformation 
T:X -»X . Suppose that 3(a) * ¡0}? then a is recurrent.
Proof. Let gSE(a), g*0; then for some y£Y, Lg(y)€0& (y).
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so Statement (2) holds..
The implication from Statement (2) to (3) is trivial. 
That Statement (1) follows from (3) is a direct consequence 
of lemma 3.6.
Corollary 3-8.
Let X he a complete metric space and let T:X-»X be a 
minimal homeomorphism. Suppose that a:2 x X-.& is a cocycle 
for T. Then the set {y: L (0 (y ) ) = 0 (y), g 2 2(a)} isg ci. et
a residual subset of Y which is invariant under 3„ and thea
group of translations {L.^ : h£G}.
Proof. Because G is second countable, it is separable. 
Therefore 2(a) is separable; let i £ 2X} be a countable
dense subset of S(a) with g_^ = -gj. (i£Z). for any g£ G 
and y£Y, we have L_(0 (y))= 0 (y) if and only ifg 3. a
Lg(y),L_Jy) £ 0& (y). So
iy: l ..(0 (y))=C (y),g£2(a)}= n (y: L (0 (y) ) = 0 (y) )1=-
1=-°° iy: L_.(y)£ 0 (y)}.
The conclusion now follows from Statemant 3-7.2 and Baire's
Théorem.
Corollary 3.9.
Let a :"Z* X — G be a cocycle for a minimal transformation 
T:X -» X . Suppose that 2(a) * {0}; then a is recurrent.
Proof. Let g£E(a), g*0; then for some y£Y, Lg(y) £ 0& (y).
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This means that there exists a sequence (n.) such that 
n •3 1(y) — L„(y). 3o, if U is any neighbourhood of L (y), thea s 6
set {n: 3^(TJ)n*J f j>\ is infinite. This shows that 
if?(y) 4 '■'/( 3 ) and the conclusion follows from Proposition
Corollary 3,10.
Let X be a complete metric space and let T:X— X be a 
minimal homeomorphism. Suppose a:C2£xX-*G is a cocycle for 
T; let 3 be the corresponding G-extension of T. Then 3a 
is topologically transitive if and only if 3(a) = G.
Proof. If 3^ is topologically transitive then for some 
y£Y, Oty)=Y. Theorem 3.7 shows that S(a) = G.
Conversely, suppose 3(a) = G. Corollary 3.8 shows that 
for some y£Y, [L (y): gc C-) C 0o(y). The fact that-n* eL T 13
minimal implies that 0a (y)
Theorem 3.T and Corollary 3.8 do not rule out the
possibility that for some g£ 3(a) and y£Y, L (v) £ 0 (y)6 a
but L (y) } 0a(y). Vie shall give an example for which 
this occurs in |5. V/hen G is not compact the existence 
of this and similar phenomena makes the statements of
3.7 and 3.3 the best possible.
The next result shows how coboundaries are characterised 
by their essential values. Its two corollaries will be 
useful in f 4 and §5.
<
.«LU MjliJËd
Proposition 3*11.
Let X be a conolste metric space and let T:X-»X be a 
minimal homeomorphism. Suppose that a:2TxX— G is a cocycle 
for T; then a is a coboundary if and only if 3(a) = {0}.
Proof. Proposition 3.2 shows that if a is a coboundary 
then 3(a) = 3(0) = {0}.
Conversely, suppose that 3(a) = {0} . In particular,
CO t E(a) so there exists a compact set C C G and a non-empty
open set A C X  such that a(n,x) £ C whenever x£A.n ?" (A).
vj_x o -ooint x £4. ?or every x £ A there is a sequence (n. ) * - o '
such that Pni(x0) - x with Tni(xQ)£ A  for all i$>1. This 
means that for all ij-l , a(n^,xo)£ C. .70 may assume, oy 
replacing (n.) with a subsequence if necessary , that
a(ni,xQ) and
The above argument applies to every x£A, so we nave 
shown that ACnh(0s (xQ,0)). ClearlyTT^(Oa(xo,0)) is 
a T-invariant set. As it contains a non-empty open set 
it must be all of X.
3o for each x £ X  there exists ^ D(x) such that 
(x,^D(x)) £ °a (xo). Lemma 3.6 shows that eacn^P(x) is
n^i(x ,0) converge.
mique. This means that 0&(xo,0) is the graph of a function
?■
— G. The graph of? is closed, so the function must be
continuous. Also because Ca(xQ,0) is invariant under 3a> 
3a (x,®ix)) = (?(x),<p(x) +a(1 ,x) )
= (?(x),^(T(x)) )
for all x £ X. do a(1,x) = ^T(x))-^(x) for all x £ X  and 
a is a coboundary.
-a*-*** iOKlM ILii*• *’ ■■■ *'• w 1 f I iWMBW 1
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Corollary 3.1?.
let X be a compact metric space and let T:X-»X be a
minimal homeomorphism. Let G be a locally compact, second
countable abelian group which has no non-trivial compact
subgroups. Let a:2 x X-.5 be a cocycle for T and suppose
that for some x E X  there exists a compact set C C G  with o
a(n,xQ) £ C for all n>0. Then a is a coboundary.
Proof. We will prove 3(a) = J0|. Because of the special 
nature of G it is enough to show that
As X is compact we have {T‘*(x ) :n>0} = X. Let
OO .
f = n cv (i=1 a
Q 1 f
a ^ xo ’0)) . This set is clearly invariant under
3.,. An argument very similar tc that in the second
paragraph of the proof' of 3.11 shows that irx(p) = x.
Therefore for every x £ X  there exists h (x)£ G such that
(x , h (x )) £ ?. 3ut then, for all x £ X and n £ 'Z.
a(n,x) = TT^ (Sv’(x ,0))
= V L-h(*)3X(x)<*'0))
£Tr®(1-h(x)(p )) C
which is co□pact. So E(a) and a is a coboundary.
Corollary 3.13.
Let X be a complete metric space and let T:X-»X be a
minimal horneomorohism. Suppose that 3l:'Zx X-»Cl is a cocycle
for T which is not a coboundary. Then the set
B*(a) = {x: Sup a(n>x) < 00} 
n £ Z
is meagre.
A»
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proof. ?or each V.ZZ let 3j.t = jx: a(n,x) « M,n£ Z i  . Each
3, is closed and = VJ B--. Hence, if B+(a) is notH i'-i>0
measre sone 3-T has non— empty interior A. Suppose this
is so and that for some i £21 and x£X, a(i,x) <  -'■! with
T~(x) £ A. Then for all n Z~2L,
a(n,x) = a(i,x) +a(n- i.T^x))
<  a (i, x ) + K <  0.
This is clearly impossible, so we must have a(n,x) £ [— 
whenever x £ A O l ' n(A). This implies that °°f. S(a) and, as 
in the proof of 3«12, 3(a) = jO}.
To complete our analysis of the relationship between 
essential values and the properties of extensions we 
consider the Quotient ^rouo G,/E(a). Because E(a, is cloo-1 
the quotient is itself a locally compact group. The topology 
of 9 is that defined by the metric d, where
d(h + 3(a),g + 3(a)) = Ini (h - g,i).x £E(y
let u denote the cocycle va:lZx X-» G/3(a), where -y:G-» Cr/.i(a) 
is the natural projection. The essential values of a give 
some further information about 3p.
p'TirpQ 'Z, 1 A
let a b e  a cocycle for a minimal transformation
Let %. be the cocycla defined above. Then E(a) = ¡0}.
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Proof. Suppose that h+3(a) £ 2(a); we shall show that
h£3(a). ?or any non-empty open set A C X  and £ > 0  there
exists an n <.~Z. such that
, (AP T-n(A ) O |x: a(n,x) £ 3_(g + h,C/2)} ) g & n\,aj u
= A n T ‘a (A)n |x: a(n,x) £ (h + 3(a), 6/2) }
*
At least one set in this union must be non-empty» so for 
some g £ B(a),
3 = A O T “n (A)n{x: a(n,x)£ BQ(g+ h,6/2)} +
Because -g£ 2(a), there exists an m£'2Zsuch that 
A n T ’ E^+n'(A)n {x: a(m+n,x) £ 3G (h,£) | 
ro T-n(Tn (3)n T~n (Tn (3))n ix: a(m,x)£ BG(-g, a) })
h /•
This shows that h£ 3(a) and the lemma is proved.
Pronosiuion 5.13.
let a : 2 x I - S  be a cocycle for a minimal transformation 
T: < —  X. Let ‘S.-.'Zx X-C-/3(a) be the cocycle defined above. 
Then oo£3(S) if and only if IT (0 (y)) S  C for every y£ Y.
Proof. Supoose, to the contrary, thatTTx (Oa(y)) = X for 
some y £ Y . Let hr,(y) = x; thenTi^OjU.O)) = X. So for each 
x' IX, there exists ffl(X’) such that (x' ,^P(x'') £ 0g(x,0). 
Lemmas 3.6 and 3.14 show that each^(x*) is unique. The 
argument of the last part of the proof of 3-11 shows that 
a is a coboundary. So °°f 3(a'.
^  -i.-iSi.il '*■ ‘il-J A * 1! T‘
/
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Conversely,suppose that °°^E(a). 3y using Corollary 3.8 
choose x £ X so that L (0 (x ,0)) =0 (x ,0) for all g£ 3(a).O g  cl O SL O
Proposition 3.11 and Lemna 3.14 together show that a is a 
coboundary. Let ©:X-G/2(a) be a continuous function with 
^?{xQ) = C  and a(n,x) =^9(Tn(x)) - S(x) for all n £ 2 and x£X. 
?or each xiX, (x,S(x)) £ 0~(x .0). Choose a sequence (n. )/ cl O -L
such that 3g.i(xo>0) - (x,0»(x)) and fix j&(x) £ JD(x). for 
each i>1, there exists g^CEia) such that 
a(ni,xo) + g< -JD(x). The choice of xQ implies that, for 
every i ^ 1,
(Tni(xo),a(ni,xo)+g1) = Lg.C'f 1(x q) ,a(n.,xQ)) £ 0 ^ , 0 ) ,  
Che point (x,«>(x)) is the limit of this sequence as i-oo 
and so lies in 0 (x ,0). This argument applies to everyG. O
x£X, so-tr (0n (x ,0)) = X.A di Lf
The next result summarises some facts that are useful 
in interpreting Proposition 3*15.
"ronosi cion . 1 6.
Let X be a complete metric space and let T:X-*X oe a
minimal homeomorphism. Let ac"2£x X-* G be a cocycxe for i.
for each y £ Y  either TT^(Oa (y) )= X, or T*^(0a(.V'/) 4° a
T-invariant union of nowhere der_3e closed subsets oi X.
If the set ly: fr (0 (y))=X( is not empty then it is a
dense Gc -subset of Y which is invariant under 3a and 6
the group of translations iL^: S - 1-'}*
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Proof. Because 0- is locally compact and second countable, 
it can be expressed as a countable union of compact sets;
C- =iy 1 C±. for any y£Y, TTx (Oa(y)) =i'Ui (lt.i(Oa (y)) n (X x ), 
so that TT (o (y)) is a P-invariant union of closed subsetsA SL
of X. If any of these has non-empty interior then the fact 
that T is minimal ensures that TT,^ (Oa (y)) = X. This proves 
the first assertion.
iiow suppose that for some yQ £ Y, TT-^ (Oa(yo)) = X.
0 (v ) is a closed subspace of Y and so is itself a complete a “ o
separable metric space. Let { :  i3>1 ( oe a countaole oasis 
for its topology. Let 1>a denote the restriction of 3a to
Let 7 be the set }y: 0a(y) = 0^{yo)}; then
CO CO
p = .IV U :3n (U ■ ) . i=1 n=-co a i
3o r' is a G-r-3UbSv.v -a w 0t of 0 (y ) and it is clearly dense. Th
uroiection t T (p ) is a dense C> -subset ot X. -or any X b
x£TT.(?) there exists y £ F  with Tf.^ (y) = x. Then iOr ever yA
gSC-,Trx (Oa(x,g)) =TTx (Oa (y)) = X. Therefore,
{y-.rr (o (y))=x] = i(x,g): x£TTV(7), gisl-A 3.
and this set is of the required form.
At the end of this section we shall give an example of 
a recurrent cocycle a with 3(a)= {0,~}. ?or such cocycles 
Theorem 3.- and Propositions 3-13 and 3.16 give only a 
partial description of the orbit closures under the 
corresponding extension. If the extending group 1 is 
compactly generated or if X is connected then we may
assum e t h a t  G = R n x2£m x C  ( n , m ^ O ) ,  w h e re  C i s  a  com pact
group. The cocycle a can then be regarded as the direct 
product of n+Ti+1 component cocycles. 3y applying Corollary 
3 . 1 3  (and the analagous statement for orbits which are 
bounded below) to each non-compact component v;e obtain 
some additional information about S .3.
The derived cocycie a which was used in Proposition 
3.15 is also useful in relating our results to the special 
case where 0 is compact. Let K be the unit circle in the 
Comdex plane and recall that a character of a topological 
grout) G is a continuous homomorphism G— K. If G is a 
locally compact group then the set of characters is 
itself a locally compact abelian group which is denoted 
by G. 'v'hen our extending group is compact it is possible
to crov: r-onger result than Corollary 3-10. In faci
we can construct cocycles which give rise to minimal 
extensions. As this result is usually stated in terms of 
G, we first prove a lemma which describes the relationship
A
jsential values and elements of G.
Lemma j,17.
Let C- bo a locally compact, second countable abelian 
group. Let a:2Lx X — G be a cocycle for a minimal 
transformation T:X-*X. Suppose that ccf 3(a); then for any 
7 £ y trie following statements are equivalent:
(1) The co 
coboundary;
(2) 3(a)C Ker(r).
nroosit s cocycle ^ ^  ^
:il i! i: JfiLi .v:
Proof. If (S’ is any character of 0 then it follows 
immediately from Definition 1.1.5 that 3(a)) C 3( JTa).
Hence Proposition 3.11 shows that Statement (1) implies (2).
Because 3(a) Proposition 3*11 and lemma 3.14- show 
that a is a coboundary. If If is any character of G for
/V
which (2) holds then we can put tf(g + 3(a)) = T(g) (g£ S)
A/
and so define a character If of G/3(a). Clearly
X-* K is a coboundary. For all n£PZ.and x £ X  we have: 
Ya(n,x) = IriaCn.x) + 3(a) ) = ia(n,x).
So Ya is a coboundary and Statement (1) holds for T.
Proposition 3.13.
Let G be a compact group and let a:2x X->S be a cocycle 
for a minimal transformation T:X-<X. The corresponding 
extension, 3o, is minimal if and only if there is no 
non—trivial character Y£ G such that "Ya:3Zx X-» X is a 
coboundary.
Proof. The Proposition is proved in the case where X is
compact as Corollary 2 of C12*1. In general, tne argument
in the second paragraph of 3.11 shows that "^((^(y)) = X
for every y £ Y. Choose x^£ X so that Lg(0&(xq ,C ))= 0a(xQ,0)
for every g£E(a). For any y £ Y  there exist elements h,gQ £ G
such that (xc,h)£0a(y) and LgQ(y) £ 0a(*o’h ). Theorem 3.7
shows that g £3(a); so for any g£ E(a), o
Lg (y) £ O a(xo,h + g - g 0) = 0a(xo,h)C0a (y).
As this holds for every y£Y, the minimality of T implies
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that if 3(a) = G than 3a is minimal. Conversely,if 3 
is minimal than Corollary 3.10 shows that 3(a) = G.
Lemma 3.17 shows that 3(a) £ G if and only if there exists 
a non-trivial characterise such that fa is a coboundary.
We conclude this section with two illustrative examples. 
The second of these will show that the assumption, ° ° 2(a),
Ais necessary in Lemma 3.17. The set of characters G 
for which fa is a coboundary is therefore not as useful 
as the group of essential values in studying non-compact 
group extensions. This collection of characters is in 
fact related to a compact group extension - the extension 
of 7 by the Bohr compactification of G which arises 
naturally from the cocycle a.
In both the following examples the extending group is.
the additive group of real numbers. The first example is
an tR—extension, 3 . of a minimal transformation of tne 
0.
two-torus with 3(a) = Z, This example is significant 
because the torus is a connected space. Tnere i3 tnerefo_e 
no -oossibility that there exists a coooundary b with 
a (n ,x) + b(n >x) £ ¿£for all n£2Iand x£X. Tnis possibility 
can occur if the base space ox an extension io to ^ ally 
disconnected. In that case tne extension is merely a 
disguised form of a topologically transitive 2-extension.
pv,o construction of our examples requires an auxiliary 
transformation. Let K be the unit circle as before and let 
* £p. be any irrational number. Let rA X - K be the minimal 
translation: x(k) = k. exp( 2iri^). Let a ’ K - R  be a cocycle
-mu*.
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for f' with 3(a' ) =IR. The existence of such a cocycle 
will be demonstrated in the next section. We will also 
requre a metric on IC; the most suitable is the metric 
d^, for which d^( exp(2-rrip), exp(2-tri£) ) is the distance 
from p - S  to the nearest integer (p,S£R).
¿xamnle 3.19.
Let X = K- and define T:X-X by the equation:
T(k1 ,k2) = (T'C^), k2. exp(2TTi.a'(1 ,k1 )).
Then T is a skew-product extension of T' and is minimal 
by Proposition 3.13 and Lemma 3» 17. Let a:2 x X-lR be the 
cocycle for T with a(n,(k^,k9)) = a'(n»kj). We will show 
that 3(a) =2T.
Pix any r.iZ ?or any non-empty open set A C X  and any 
k L X and £>C there exists an n £ such that
(Ax3..(k,£))nT“n (Ax3I<;(k,e))n {x: a(n,x) £
Tb (A O  T ' n (A ) O  [k 1 : a'(n,k') £ B^(m,s) |) x i-k} £ <f>.
This is enough to show that m£3(a); so we have Z C  3(a). 
To see that 3(a) = observe that for any ((k1 ,k2 ) ,t) - Z, 
Oa ((k.,k2),r) C i((k-,kp,r'): k!, = k2. exp( 3tri(r' -r)) } 
and apoly Theorem 3.7. If k^  is such that C^, (x.j >C) — XxR 
then we have equality in (1) for every kg £ X and r£tt.
So "most" orbit closures under 3a are of this form.
-(1)
Our second example, which is constructed in a similar 
fashion to the first, is of a recurrent cocycie a with 
L(a) = {C,H .
lUihJlcI
bo
1X0-S Q, S'. .
This tine let 7.-11"'. Choose an irrational renter p
T{k, ,k5,k^) = (2' (k1) ,k,. exp{2-fri.a' (1 ,k^. exp( 2-si.a' (1 ,k1))),
As in the previous example T is a minimal skew-product 
extension of T1 . Define a cocycle a:2x X-»R for T by:
a (n, (x^  » i k~)) = a'\,n,k.j) (n£lZj x, »kp»^ ^  ‘
For each {(k-, , ’¿2 ,k^) , r) £ Y we have:
 ^ f (v v v '■ C^  v \ ^  / > - >
| ((k ’ , , U ),r '): k£=k?. exp(2iri(r ' -r)),k^=k3. ex?{2rrpi(r ' -r))}
Together with Theorem 3-7 this implies that if t: -(a-) 
then exp(2ttit) = 1 = exp( 2ifpit). Hence 3(a) = {0}. Clearly
• so that 3(a' = !0.=o] •■» ea /->-.- !"• is not a cooounc
Iverv character of is of t.ie iorn © tor some C2,
■.¡here §{r) = exp(2iti©r, . ’is shall show tnat lost © £ P.,
v _ k is not a coboundary even though 3(a) = {0} C ker(©).
Cw.ooose 9 is any real number for which tne set |1«8»pi
¿s „ 1  „4j_3 linearly independent over the rationale, let i:n' -»a. 
be the transformation with
(T'ik, ) ,k2exp( 2-rria^ l ,k1) ,k2exp(2*j»ia'( 1 ,k1) ,k3 exp(2*di a'( 1 ,k1))).
This transformation is a K -extension ox T'. If •■3 oa^ -l 
the extending cocycle
A
A
- r > tv- R J = ^-,3j(prp ( 2iTir), exp (2-rr^ ir), exp ( 2ireir/): 
o minimal. T can also be regarded as a K-extension 
3ir.oe A is minimal, the extending cocycle dzi'Zx
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The following lemma contains more than is necessary 
in the proof pf Theorem 4.4 hut it will be useful in 
§5. Corollary 4.2 is what is required here.
^-3~ra 4.1 .
Let X be a compact metric space and let T:X — X be a
(f t
minimal homeomorphism. Let a:2* .i-0 be a cocycle for T 
and suonose that for some x £ X, Lim n-1a(n,x ) = 0. Theno n °
for any r£lR,£>0 and'J)>0, there exists a S £R , *]> 8 > G , a 
k£"Z and a coboundary b:^ 2 x X-*G such that:
(1) dx(T P
S X O 'U o < V ’
(2) a(k, x ) + b(k> x ) = r;0 o
(3) 3 up |b(1,x)| <  £;
(4) "for all n £ 2, b(n,xQ) lies in the closed
wi th. endpoints zero and r - a(k,xQ);
(5) b(n, x ) = 0 whenever o' Tn(x0) £ 3x (Xo>&).
iints T1 (xQ)
Proof. Choose k£2^30 that: (1) is satisfied; 
k  ^|a(k,x )| <  f/2; and |r| <  e/2. The poi 
0 < i < 2k - 1 are all distinct, so there exists a $, rj>%> 0,
such that
Ti(3x(x0,8)) n Tj(3x(x0,8)) = i (0< i,j< 2k- 1). — (6)
Let^>:X-»IR. be a continuous function with ^ p(xQ) = k-1 (r-a(k,xQ))
such that ep(x) lies between zero and^D(xQ) for all
x £ 2^ (xQ » 8) and ffi(x) = 0  for all x £ d x(x0 ,8 ). It is clear
that 3 u p o ( x ) < € .  Let bi'gx X-IR be the cocycle with 
x ^  X / ■ ‘ 2k-1 -ihf-M U X )  . ^ ^ M ) ( * « » .
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Proof. Apply Lenina 4.1 to each component of a and v, 
using the same k and S for each. This can be done because 
there is no upper bound on the choice of k in the proof 
of 4.1 and no lower bound (except zero) on the choice of S.
When X is a compact metric space and T:X-»X is a minimal 
honeomorphism there always exists at least one T-invariant 
ergodic probability measure on X. Let be such a measure; 
for each m > 1  , Zj|»(T,IM ) will denote the set of cocycles
It is not known under what circumstances it is sufficient
a = (a. , ... ,a„) :2x X-lRT1 for T withi m
1 , . ) du = 0 (1 < i < m ) .
jx(ix: Lim n_1|a(n,x)| = 0}) = 1n
and this is enough to make Corollary 4.2 useful.
•m
probability measure on X. .?
?(v) be the set ja 1 Z 0 > lK‘): v£j3(a)}. Then eacn 
(v'llSp) is a residual subset of Z^(T,!R').
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rroof. Six v£iR‘. 7/e shall first prove that F(v) is a
dense subset of Z '(!,!*). Given any a£Zj,(T,IR' ) and P > 0 , 
we will construct a cocycle b£ Z (T»(Rp) such that v£ 3(a+b) 
and d(a»a+b)<  ^.
First fix an x £ X such that Lin n- 1 ia(n,x.)| = 0. Vie o n °
choose a sequence of coboundaries (b^:2Zx X — IR“1) > a 
sequence of positive integers (k^), and a sequence of 
positive real numbers (§4) inductively. Let b^ be the 
zero coboundary and let kg = 1 and S q =1. Now suppose that
V  >bi- 1 ’ k 0 ’ •** ’ki-1 and 60’ ••• ,Si- 1 have aiready
been chosen. Using Corollary 4.2 we choose o^, k^ and 8 ^
(with $ . 1 >  8  ^>  0) such that:
(1) d;,( Tk\xc), x6 ) <  Inf i £± _ 1 , 2~x i;
( 2 ) a(kifxo) +  o.(ki,xo) =  v;
(3) Sun |o, (1 ,x) | <  ?/k ^  ;
(4) b.(n,xo)= 0  -whenever Tn (xQ) £ 3X(X0» 65.) •
It follows from (3) that the series of functions
CO
>: o.(i ,.) converges ’uniformly.H* li O H
cocycle -.V'ith 0(1 ,.) = .^  "b. (1 ,.); 1-0
of coboundaries, b£Z'(T,iR )• Go
whenever 0 < i <  j, Tki(x0)£ Bx(x0,
b(ki,xQ) = Z ,b*(k^»xQ). A.lso, Squat
'O' d=i 3
(1 ) ensures that kQ<kj
|a(k.,xo)+ b(ki,xo)-v|
Icuation 4.1. 6 together with 
Hence
b .(k.*x ) |_ Ij=i+1
4 k . Z .Sup jb^O ,s) |
^  -*■ =  i  4-1 x  J
q/21 .
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Together with (1) this shows that S ^ ( x Q,0) "* x^o ,v '^ 
Theorea 3.7 now iaplies that v£3(a+b).
To complete the proof we will show that F(v) is a 
Sc-subset of Z1u(T,lRm ). Let {U. : i>l} be a countable 
basis for the topology of X. It follows directly from 
Definition 1.1.5 that
n  n
This is clearly of the required form.
Theorea 4.4.
Let X be a compact metric 
minimal homeomorphism. Let 
3orel probability measure on 
ia£ Zp(T, IR3 ): 3(a) = tR^* } , is
space and let T:X-»X be a 
be any T-invariant ergodic 
X; then the set
a residual subset oi )•
Proof. Let {v.: j>1} be a countable dense subset of (R
If ai n F(v.1 then it is clear that 3(a) - IK . This is
jf residual sets and so is its ell residual.j=1 3'an intersection oi
Corollary 4.5«
Let X be a compact metric space and let T:X- X be a 
minimal homeomorphism. Then for each a>1 , there exists 
an uncountable collection, H,a of cocycles such that 
fi(a) = lRm for each a:2 * X-  ^  contained in H^.
Proof. let jJL be any T-invariant ergodic probability
measure on X. Choose a maximal collection of non-cohomologous
cocycles H from the set m
F = jal Z p (T, lR.m ): S (a ) = |Rm !.
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All the coboundaries for Lie in F , the complement of
in Z.,(T> (*), and this complement is a meagre set.
r . .
Because H is maximal F = V w  ia + b: b £ F c) ; if Hi.
were countable this would express F as the union of a 
co’ontable collection of meagre sets. Baire’s Theorem 
shows that this is impossible, so H must be uncountable.
Corollary 4.6.
Let X be a compact metric space and let T:X -»X be a 
minimal homeomorphism. Let jx be any T—invariant ergodic 
Borel probability measure on X. Then both the set ox 
coboundaries and the set of transient cocycles which 
lie in (T, ifij11) are meagre (as subsets of zj,(T, iR21) ).
In all cocycle problems of topological dynamics or 
analysis it is interesting to know whether every recurrent 
cocycle is a limit of coboundaries. In the present ca^e 
Theorem 4.4 shows that there may be cocycles which give 
rise to topologically transitive extensions and are net 
the pointwise limit of any sequence of coboundaries. This 
is the case if there are two distinct T—invariant ergodic 
probability measures and on ^verX ®  -valuer
cocycle which is a limit of coboundaries then belongs to 
Z1 (T, iKn) n Z^T.lR^) , but Theorem 4.4 implies that
hi hi
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there are cocycles in 2» (T, lRfl)AZ^(T, lRm ) which define
T2
topologically transitive extensions.
The rest of this section is about the (R2^ -extensions of 
some special transformations - the minimal translations 
on a torus. A theorem of Hedelund ( [61, Theorem 14.13) 
states that if a real valued cocycle for one of these 
transformations is neither transient nor a coboundary 
then it defines a topologically transitive extension. In 
Theorem 4.14 we extend this result to IR “-extensions. The 
main part of the proof is contained in the following 
sequence of lemmas. The first of these gives an additional 
criterion for an element of the extending group to oe an 
essential value.
lemma 4,7.
Let X be a complete metric space and let T:X— X oe a 
minimal honeomorphisn. Let a X - * G  be a cocycle ^or i. 
Suppose that for some x q £ X and G-,
CO oo
g £ n  U  {a(n,x): x£ i=0 n=-°o
x (x0 ,2-(i+1 ))nT-n(3x (x0 ,2-i))
Chen gc E(a).
Proof, for any non-empty open set A C  X and any£>0, t.nere
exists an integer, k, such that T (x 
sufficiently large that Tk (3x (xQ, 2 1))CA and 
dG(a(k,x),a(k,x'))< S/2 for all x,x'C3x(xQ,2 ).
By assumption there exists an x - B x (xQ,2 ) and
and an n i Z s u c h  that Tn(x) £ Bx (x0 ,2-1) and a(n,x)£ 3&(g,£/2),
Tno ose i £ &  f
Ui HibJkl.
■14
Let x ' = Tk (x ); then Tn (x') = Tk (Tn (x)) £ Tk (3Y (x ,2 1 ))CA. 
Also by applying; the cocycle equation twice we have: 
a(n,x') = a(n,TK (x))
= a(n + k,x) - a(k ,x )
= a(n,x) + a (k , f r‘ (x)) - a(k,x).
So dc(a(n,x') ,g) < dG (a(n,x) ,g) + dG (a(k,ln (x),a(k,x))< e . 
Hence, x'l A O T " n (A)n {x: a(n,x) £ 3&(g, e) } + j, and g is 
an essential value of a.
From here until the end of this section we will always
assume that the base space X is a torus - a finite or
countable product of circles. Bach torus is a compact
abelian group; we will write the group operation
multi-licatively and use "e" to denote the identity. The
. . . _r,->.7• v w i n  be a translation, sominima a. nomeoaorpnj.sn i. x -♦ x ''J—
- *- v n M - T  t (x£X). A. torus, like anythat xcr some x-,^X, T(.x;-Xj.x \,x
other separable compact group, has a translation-invariant 
symmetric metric which defines its topology. ;!e shall aoe 
such a metric 4 ^  so that d,(T(x),?(*’)) = dx(x,x') for 
all x,;:' IX.
Let a:3xX-.IR“ V° >  1 > be a '
that a^a)={u}» a ien for every
<n(t) > 0  such that |a(n,x) l<s
d x ( T n ( e ) ) , e ) < T | ( s )  an d  {x :  | a ( n , x )
ocycle for ?:X~X. Suppose 
£ >  0 there exists an 
or all xl X, v/henever
6 I * /•
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roof. Tor ovary n 1 X  and x f X, 
r.,n-.\ J /..n
3o
dx (fn (e),e) = dx (x^,e) = dx(x^x,x) = dx (Tn (x),x).
■her. ever dx ( j?n (  e), e) < 2-i, Tn(3x (x,2 i))C3x (x,2 ^  1 )^
for every x£X. For each £>0, let 3(a) = |vi fR 3 : |vj =€. 
Then, "because S(S.)n3(a) = lemma 4.7 implies that for 
all x £ X,
H ({a (n »x'): x '  £ B.,(x,2_i), dv (Tn(e), e) <  2 1)n3(£); = 0. 
x= i
This is an intersection of compact sets, so the finite 
intersection property shows that for each x ^  X there exio ¡.o 
an i(x) £ Z + with
{a(n,x'): x' £ 3x (x, 2-i(x)), 4x(In(e),e)<2'l W |.rl3(£) = f-
As X is conoact we can choose a finite collection oi
k -i(x.-)
ooints lx.: 1 i i s.- k} with U 37(x.,2 " ) = X ana“ ‘ 3 _ . 3=1 A J
let 71C £) = Inf 2 1 "“‘3' .
' Kjck — i(x .)
”ov; suppose that one of the sets 2 ) ’ 1  ^ 4 k
)|<£ for some r.£2for 
-i(x-;)ecause •*)(£)< 2 3 ,
3u~ 3. (x .,2~l U j') is connected and|a(n,.)l is a continuous
x j , lv we have |a(r.,x)|<L,ivnction. Jo ior all xc J '
The argument of the last paragraph shows that whenever 
dx(Tn (e',e)<n (£) the set >x: |a(n,x) | <  6} is a union
/  ^  ~  M  A, c  ~ <  \ r  73 £0 o  ’ - S’ 0of some of the ooen balls ^X (x..>2 > ’ -o'
if this union is not empty then it must
ontains a point x with j a (n »x
hich dx (fr*(e),e)<t,(£). ".‘hen b
| X £ 3 x ( x ;S, 2 “ 1(X3 ) ) : ia(n,
4 - \
¡1
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-n.d-.(T i{a) ,\i 1 ) = dx ( ? i(e),w)<Sand j ain^x) - ^ >(x) | < i/2 
for all x £ X and all i 5>N. Then, for all x £ X  and i > U  
vie have:
n.
|^>(-, " 1 x) + a(-ni,x) | < i<p(w 'yi)-y>{?~ 4(x)) | + |®(T“ '(*)- 
f / 2  +  6 /2  =  £ .
a(n1 ,T“V>i(x)) I
So the sequence, (a(-n^,.)) converges uniformly to the
continuous function-Cj>(w 1.). Also T 1 (e) 
conditions of Statement (3) of Lemma 4.10 are satisfied
—n . _ -i
so that (3 . 1 (x,0)) converges for all x £ X  and w ' £ W.8.
We can no-i prove the lemma. Let x,x' £ X  and v,v' £ fR13. 
If (x',V) £C (x,v) then x'x-1 £W; so x(x') 1 £ W  and there 
exists v"£ IR 12 such that (x,v" ) £ 0a(x' ,v' ) C Oa (x,v).
Theorem 3.7 implies that v-v"£3(a)> so v = v". It 
follo'./s that 0 (x,v) = 0 (x* ,v' ) and that this is a minimal
3. 8.
orbit closure.
-1 fpV> o
next lemma is a simolified form oZ Theorem 7.05 of CoJ
Lecma 4.1 2 .
Let Z be a locally compact topological space and let 
3: Z -» Z be a minimal homeomorphism. Suppose that every 3 c Z
lies in the <
U b e an open
an IT£ iz su<
. £ ^ m d u.
mTiilSil v.
>A9
Proof. Because 3 is minimal the orbit of any point z £ Z  
is dense in Z; because z is a limit point of its own forward 
orbit, that forward orbit must itself be dense in Z. In
particular if z c U  then the forward orbit of snters u.
Phis implies that U C  .U^  S ^(U). lines U is compact there
exists an N 1 22 such that U C U C  .U, 3 + .1 = 1 J(U).
liven any z 1 U we can use this fact to choose by
induction a sequence of positive integers (n. ) such that 
ni3 x(z)£U for every 1^1. let n„ = 0. If n, (15^0) has been
n-,chosen so that 3 -*-(z) £ U then there exists j with 1 < j < IT
such that 1 ( z ) £ 3 J (U). Let n l + 1 = n-, + j ;ll
1+1 (z)£ U. If i is any positive integer then at least
one of the integers i,i+1 , ... , i+IT- 1 is a nemb€ 
the sequence (nq)* This proves the lemma.
ot
Lemma !. 1 'j.
Let a:2 x I - R 11 bs a recurrent cocycle for f:X — X and 
suppose that 3(a) = {0}. Then a is a coboundary.
: roc: because a is recurrent Lemma 2.2 and Proposition 2.3
show that for some x £ X  there exists a sequence of
positive integers (n^) such that Sa1 (x,0 ) — (x,0 ).
It follows from Lemmas 4.3 and 4.10 t’nat Sa^(y) -♦ y
for all y £ Y. This fact,together with Lemma 4.11, shows
that for any x £ X  the restriction of 3a to Ca (x,0)
satisfies the conditions of Lemma 4.12. Let U be the set:
Ô (x,0)n(Xx3 _(0,1)). Lemma 4.12 then shows that for 
u IR
all n'£ , |a(n,x) | <  1 + IT. Sup |a(1,x')|. The conclusion
of the lemma now follows from Corollary 3.12.
ii4
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Theorem 4.14.
Let X be a torus with T:X-»X a minimal translation.
Let a:2x X — IR " (m>1 ) be a recurrent cocycle for 2. Let 
3p be the skew-product extension of ? defined by a. Then 
3a as topologically transitive if and only if there is 
no non-zero linear functional «/: iR“ - (R such that ya 
is a coboundary
Proof. It is clear that if such a linear functional exists 
then 3a is not topologically transitive. Por if y/(v) £ 0  
then for every x£X, (x,v) t 0 (x,0 ) as is shown by
applying Theorem 3.7 to y/a.
The converse will be proved by induction; we first 
prove it in the case where m is equal to one. Suppose in 
this case that 3& is not topologically transitive. Then 
there exists an r > 0  such that rp3(a). Let^(r) be the 
number whose existence was proved in Corollary 4.S. 3ecause 
T is minimal and X is compact there exists an N 3
-T x t
such that X =  'u T-J'(Bv(e,-w(r)). 3o for all i £ Z  there
J=° x 'exists an n with i«n«i+N-1 such that T (e) £ P-^ (e, -rj (r)).
Before we can apply Corollary 4.9 we need to know that 
!x : l a (n ,x) | <  r ! + The Haar measure ¡x is the unique 
T—invariant :orel probability measure on X and it xollows 
from Theorem T.S that fa(n,.) dj*=0 for all n a. , 
Because each a(n,.) is a continuous function this implies 
that for some x £ X, a(n,x)= 0. Corollary 4.9 now shows 
that for ever-' i£ Zthere exists an n with is ns i+M-1
•ti !i jai:a
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such tha ¡a(n,x) Tor all x£X. therefore
is equal to some positive integer k and 
£+1
,3ug |a(k,x) | <  r + IT. Sup ¡a( 1 ,x) |tC y X X •
and Corollary 3-12 shows that a is a coboundary.
Tie now prove the induction step. Suppose the theorem 
is true when
V4-Ilet a:TZxX— IR"1" be any recurrent cocycle whose . 
compositions with nor.-sero linear functionals are all 
non-trivial. In particular a is not a coboundary, so 
Lemma 4.13 shows that 3(a) + {0}, 3y choosing, if necessary, 
a new coordinate basis in we nay assume that
|(0, ... ,0,n): nSTZiC 3(a). Let a, :T2?x M-IR, 1 « j < k+1 , 
be the components of a relative to the chosen coordinate 
system and consider the cocycle (a^  , ... :'2£x £ —  ^
It clearly satisfies the hypotheses of the theorem; so
the extension 3, N is topologically transit(a-] » • • • 9 a k )
3y using Corollaries COto and 3.10 we can choose an x£ X
such that (x,v) £C/(a-j , %(x,0 ) for all v£!R~and . • • > 3 - '^ )
L ;(0.i(x,0 )) = 0a(x,0 ) for all w £  3(a).
for any v  =  ( v 1 , . • • 9 v, ) £  there exists a sequence £.
‘ 1 • it. 3^ i n (x,0 ) (x,v). for each( ? ••• ? )suea tna V,ci. -j 9
Let t. be the residue modulo one of 
b. lies in the interval [0 *1] so we may assume
(by re-placing n. by a subs sequence if necessary ) Lnat
ior sc: [0,1] . It follows from the choice o:
x that for every i ^ 1 }
(Tni(x),(a1 (ni,x), ... ,ak(n1 ,x),ti)) ■£ 0a (x,0 ).
Therefore by taking the limit as i-»00,
(x.i-^, ... ,vk ,t)) £ 0a (x,0 )
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and this is enough to show that (v, , ... E(a)
by using Theorem 5.7.
We have now proved that for every v = (v^  , ... , v^) £ IR. ~ 
there exists a t£ [0,1] such that (v. , ... ,vk,t)£ 3(a).
V .1As E(a) is a closed subgroup of it is possible to cnoose
o thata new coordinate basis in Ift. 
r1
k+1
(v1 , ... ,vk ,n): v..£lR, 1 « j « k, n£2}<=3( a).
If the argument of the last two paragraphs is now applied 
to a with the roles of a. and a, . interchanged, then 
we have enough information about 3(a) to deduce that 
3(a) = ¡S/ c+1 . Corollary 3.8 then completes the proof of 
the theorem.
Before -Theorem 4.14 can be applied in the case „'here 
r. > 2  it is necessary to know that the cocycle is recurren 
It is not known whether it is suificient .or tne Hanr 
integral of each of the components to oe zero. However,
in the case that X _X Proposition 4.1 7 does give a
sufficient condition for the cocycle to be recurrent. 
Definition 4.15 and Lemma 4.16, which are required for 
its proof, are stated in terms ot Borel measurable 
functions because they are needed in Chapter ïnree.
definition 4.1e.
Let Q}-.K-.;R be a Borel measurable f
variation of <p » Var((J>) is defined to
of the furlotion y:CQ,l3 - IK» with^(*)
for every fR •
the variation
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Lemma 4.16. (The Denjoy-Koksma inequality.)
Let £ (R be irrational and let T:K-»K be the minimal 
homeonorphism with T(k) = k. exp( 2-irioi) for all k£K.
Let be a Borel measurable function whose variation
is finite (a function ox bounded variation). Suppose
_2
that p and a are integers with a > 0  and | <=c — p/q. | < a 
Then for all k£K,
Let T:K-»X be a minimal translation on the circle and 
let a: Zx X - (m> 1 ) be a cocycle for T. Let a.:ZxX-IR»
H  j i a be the components of a. If each of the functions
a is a recurrent cocycle.
Proof. Let be a positive irrational number such that
°f C3J shows that there are infinitely many pairs of
where X is the Haar measure on K.
Proof. 3ee Denjoy ([5]).
Proposition 4.17.
a( 1 ,. ) has finite variation and zero Haar integral then
T(k) = k. exo(2-rri«.) for all k£K. Theorem I> Chapter I
coprime positive integers (p>q) such thai.
I 04_ p/a j < a"2. Tjemma 4.16 when appliod to each a^  (qr.)
shows that for every k £ K the set
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§5. Orbit closures.
The results of #3 showed how the essential values of 
a recurrent cocycle describe "most” of the orbit closures 
under the corresponding extension. A non-compact extension 
of a transformation on a compact space always has some 
orbit closures which behave differently, unless its 
cocycle is a coboundary. In particular this means that 
these extensions are never minimal. In this section we 
examine these fine details of orbit structure and the 
question of whether non-compact extensions possess minimal 
orbit closures.
fe shall assume that the base space X is compact; 
this means that we may also assume that our extending 
group G is a product; G = 2  x/R"1 x 0 i,n,n5s0), where
C is a compact group. decause of tnis Proposition 5.1 
is strong enough to prove the existence oi the 
nonconformist orbit closures mentioned above, do i/n 
the statement and proof of this proposition are derived 
from Lemma 14.09 of Co] .
Proposition 5 .1 .
Let X be a compact metric space and let I:X-X be a 
minimal homeomorphism. If a:GZxX-*lR is a recurrent 
cocycle for T then there exists a point xQ X such that 
a(n,xQ) ^ 0  for all n
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Proof. If a is a c©boundary than there exists a continuous 
function p:X — IR such that a(n,x) = p(Tn (x)) - <p(x) for 
all n £ Z  and x £ X. Let x q be a point at which attains 
its maximum value; then clearly a(n,xQ ) =* 0 for all n£ ~2L 
How suppose that a is not a coboundary. Proposition 2.3 
and Corollary 3-13 show that there exists an x 1 X with 
(x,0)£R(3a ) and S_’-m a(n,x) = oo . Because (x,0)£R(8a)
there exist increasing sequences n^ oo , n^ — co
that a(n^,x) < 1  and a(-n^,x) < 1 for all i^ 1  . Por
each i > 1  let n !1 , -n| <  n|'< n± . be such that
a(n_!',x) 5> a(n,x) for all n with -n! <  n <  n. .. Let
r_!'x. = T -(x); then for all n with -n^ - nj'<n<n^ - n£ ,
we have a(n,x^) = a(n+n",x) - a(n",x) ^  0 because 
-r_.j <  n-r-n V< n.. . Because X is compact some subsequence of 
(Xj) must converge to a point x Z X. Call this subsequence 
(x!); then for every n £ 2. the inequality above implies that 
a(n,x ) = Lira a(n,x!) <  0 .O -i 1
The set of ooints 3+(a) = {x: 3upa(n,x) < “ I whicn * n =.2 .
Proposition 5.1 shows to be non-empty can have soma 
peculiar prooerties. (Of course anything which can be 
said about 3+(a) applies also to B“(a) = ¡x: In^ a(n,x) >-«=! 
for which a statement similar to Proposition 5.1 can be 
proved.) :/hen a:ZxX-.iR is a cocycle which is not a 
coboundary Corollary 3-13 shows that 3 (a) is the complement 
of a residual set. It is therefore not unreasonable to 
consider that it is essentially negligible. However, 
because X is compact there is always a T-invariant ergodic
probability measure ft on X and this gives another 
method of assessing the importance of BT (a). In his 
paper L163 E.A.Siderov shows how to construct cocycles 
a.:"Zx X — lR such that i^(3+(a)) = 1 for any minimal 
T:X-*X with invariant ergodic measure p . These cocycles 
are the coboundaries of functions that are measurable 
(with respect to the |A-completion of the Bor el c"-algebra) 
but not continuous. Siderov also gives examples of cocycle 
with p(B+(a)) = ju(B“ (a)) = 0.
Another rather odd phenomenon is that it may be 
possible to deduce the existence of elements 
of 3(a) from the behavior of a point lying in 3+(a).
This is shown by the following example which is based on 
the methods of Cl 61. The method works even when X is 
not compact.
Example 5.2.
let X be a complete metric space and let T:X— X be a 
minimal horaeomorphism. Fix a point xQ £. X which lies in 
the closure of its own forward orbit under T. .¡e will 
describe a cocycle a:'2 ><X-»R with the property tnat 
x0'~:r(a) and (x q , - 1 ) £ 0& (xQ ,0 ); it will be defined as 
the limit of a series of coboundaries.
The coboundaries X-* !R are chosen inductxvely.
Let b, be the zero cocycle and set = i> Sq = i. low 
suppose that coboundaries bQ, ... positive
integers kQ, ... and positive real numbers
8. » ... > Sp i have already been chosen. Using Lemma i. 1
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choose a coboundary b^ -.'Zx X — IR, ks £ and. $ ^
with S > 0  to satisfy the conditions:
(1) d,c(T 1 (xQ),xo) <  Inf ¡2 1 , Si _ 1 J ;
(2 ) b . (k . ,x ) = - 1 ;' ' i' i’ o'
(3 ) Svr^ ¡b.(1 ,x)| <  1/2iki_1;
(4 ) 7or all n£:Z, 0 > b i(n,xo) 5>-1 ;
(5 ) b±(n,xo) = 0 , whenever ïn (xo ) £ B,r(xo> $i).
(Note that Conditions (1 ) and (5) make it possible to 
satisfy (4).) Condition (3) ensures that the series of
cofunctions E b.(1,.) converges uniformly. Let a:2!xX-*IR 
i = 0  1
be the cocvcle with a (1 ».) = E b - (1 >. ) ; then for alli=0 x
CO
n£ ¿Zand x £ X, a(n,x) = Z b. (n,x).
1 = 0 +It is clear from Condition (4) that x q £ B (a).
Condition (1) implies that whenever 0 < j < i ,
Î M x 0) £ 3 x (x0,£j) so »(ki^o) iEi bj(ki»xo)' Also
if the k. have all been chosen to be as small as
possible then Condition (1) and Equation 4.1 .6 together
imoly that kn< k . ^ k 0 ... . Therefore using Condition (3)U 1
we have:
k. f Sup |b . (1,x)| 
1 ,j=i+1 x £ X •>
j=i+1
-j = 2"1.
So 1 i(x ,0 ) - (x ,-1 ); we have (xQ,-1)£ 0 a(xQ,0 ) but
U _ , 1 )£ 0 (x ,0 ). o s. o
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'.ie .nov turn to the question of the existence of 
minimal orbit closures for non-compact extensions. If 
the base space 7. is compact we need only deal with 
extensions by groups of the form: G = lRm x2Zn . In this 
ce.se Lemma 4.12 yields the following result.
Proposition 5.5.
Let X be a compact metric space and let I:X— X be a 
minimal honeomorphism. Let G be a locally compact second 
countable abelian group which has no non-trivial compact 
subgroups and let a:2xX-*G be a cocycle for T which is 
not a coboundary. Then if M is a minimal orbit closure 
under 3^ there exist points y+,y_ 1 M such that 0^(y_)
and C~(y ) are discrete.a'" -
Proof. 7/e shall prove the existence of y . As 3& is a
ske.;—product extension of T  ^ applying this proof to
3~ will prove the existence of y_.
Supooss y does not exist; then for each y £ M  the + ___________ _ _______
w-limit set of v O }Sn+i(y): n £ ^ .  } is a non-emptyi- 0  a
closed 3 -invariant set and is therefore equal to M. oo a
for each yZ'.', -y£0 +(y). Fix yQ = (x,g) £ H and choose
fi>0 such that 3&(g,€) is compact. Let U be the set
M O  (X x 30 (f,£)) and apply Lemma 4.12 to U and the
restrict'’ o” of 3 to M* The lemma shows that there exists ' " a
an I'JEZZ. such that, for all i £ 2 2. , one of the poin.uS-f
3hyJ, ... , 5 ^  -1 (yj lies in U. This implies that forci J SL w
all i € , a(i,x) belongs to the compact set
BG (0,£) +N. ja(1 ,x 1 ): x ’£X(.
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Corollary 3.12 now shows that a is a coboundary. We 
have assumed that a is not a coboundary and this 
contradiction shows that y+ must exist.
Besicovitch gives an example in [?.] of a topologically 
transitive real line extension which has some discrete 
orbits. Such orbits clearly constitute examples of minimal 
orbit closures. There is no known example of a minimal 
orbit closure of a non-trivial extension by a non-compact 
group with y, + It is possible for such an extension 
to have no minimal orbit closures. The following 
proposition shows that this occurs for extensions of the 
cocycles of Proposition 4.17.
Pro"osition 3.4.
Let L: L — L oe a minimal translation on the circle and
let a:3x;:->lR- (m 1 ) be a cocycle for T which is not a
co ooundary. Let a. :~Zx X-IR, 1 ^  j <  m be the components of
If each of the functions a.(1,.) has finite variation and 
zero Kanr integral then 3 has no minimal oroit closures.
3,
Proof. Jf is sh-Ov/Ti in ills courso of th.e proof 01
Proposition 4.17 that for every k£I£ the set
¡ 0 0 :  |a,(c,k) |^Var(a,(1 ,.)), 1 < j « mj3 3
is infinite. It follows that for every y £ Y the "-limit 
set of v is non-empty. Consequently the point y+ of 
Proposition 5 . 5  cannot exist.
4 ifti+y if v t* '
t
CHAPTER THREE
A Class of Measurable Real line lxtensions 
§ 1. Introduction.
In this chapter we adopt the second reading of the 
definitions of Chapter One and use the results of [153 
to investigate a collection of concrete examples of real 
line extensions. Before we can describe these transformations 
it is necessary to introduce some notation.
?or each real number x let <x> denote the fractional 
part of x; the difference between x and the largest integer 
which is less than or equal to x. Let || x || denote the 
distance from x to the nearest integer, so that 
|| x || = Inf { <x> , 1 -<x> | . We will use the Greek letters 
X and V to stand for one and two-dimensional Lebesgue 
measure respectively. These will be the only measures 
appearing in this chapter, so all words and phrases 
such as "ergodic" and "almost all" should be interpreted 
as referring to one of them. The Greek letters *, £>, and© 
will be used for real numbers, usually lying in tne 
interval [0,1). As is usual the notation jj) i-3
used to indicate the characteristic function of the 
half-open interval C0,&). We will frequently need to 
refer to the half-open interval [0 ,1) and the open interval 
(0,1); they will therefore be denoted by X and X' 
respectively.
We are now ready to define the suoject matter o^ this 
chapter.
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Definition 1 . 1 .
For eactui X 1 let Tl:X — X be the transformation with 
T^vx) = < x + « >  (x£X). Each To« is an automorphism of
the standard probability space (X,S,A)> where g  is the 
Borel «"-algebra. Accordingly we define a:ZxXxX'xX' — IR 
to be the unique function which satisfies the conditions:
(1) a(1,x,«t,p) = X t 0 >p)(x)-p (x £ X, c<,p£X');
(2) Por every pair (•<,p)£X'xX' the function, 
a(.,.,*,p):2ZxX-.|R is a cocycle for T^.
’or each pair (<*,p) £ X' xX' we will use the notation
3 as an abbreviation of 3 , .\ , the skew—product»<,|3 a . ,*,p )
extension of T defined by a( p).
It is clear that 
is isomornhic with th
exp( 2iri<*;
3ions
/hen is
^*.<8 'P
for each<A£ X 1, the transformation 
e translation on the circle by 
irrational P* is ergodic; the 
/X') therefore provide an illusration
for the theory of extensions of ergodic automorphisms 
contained in fib]. Our first two lemmas show that they 
are sufficiently non—trivial to warrant -i-urther
investigat ion.
lemma 1.2.
Let << and p ce elements of X ’ with o< irrational; then 
the cocycle a(.,.»*»p) is a coboundary if and only if 
there exists a k £ Z ,  k^O, such that p = < k * >  .
Proof. See Petersen ( £1 3J ) •
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Lerr-T- a 1.3.
Let <* and j? be elements of X' with <*. irrational; then 
the cocycle ai.,.,“,^) is recurrent.
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of the theorem 
in Appendix A.
The cocycles a( p), (^»pTX1) have been studied
in M  , tl 0] and [15] in the special case where p is a 
rational fraction. The most general results are those of 
Conze; they will be described in 53» In this chapter we 
are concerned with the more general case where 3 is 
irrational. In §2 we prove two theorems which show that 
the set of pairs (<*,p) for which ^ is ergodic 
contains almost all of X'xX', in both the metric and 
the tonological sense. The results of §3 are concerned 
with the special case where there exist integers k and 1  
such that <k<*> = <lp>. In this case we again obtain 
er.-odie extensions» but only after the cocycles have been 
modified.
In proving these results we use two main tools, m e  
first of these is the theory of skew—product extensions 
of an ergodic automorphism contained in [1 5l ; the second 
is the theory of Piophantine approximation.
?or each positive integer q it is possible to 
approximate an i r r a t i o n a l X '  by choosing the
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integer p (0<p^a) which minimises j*-p/q|. If this
is done then q|<*-p/q| = | q«< — p | = ||q«|| . It is not
difficult to see that for every irrational o<, Inf ||q<<|| — 0q ^ n
as n — oc. The speed of convergence gives a measure of 
how well is approximated by rationale. The following 
result gives an estimate of this speed for almost all 
* € X ' .
lemma 1.4.
Let ’„■/ be the set Lira Inf q||a*|| = Oj ; then
AC.'/) = 1.
Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem I, Chapter VII 
of r 33 if the function \j/ which appears there is defined 
3,7 y/(q) = 1/q.log(q) .
The definition of the set W implies that if c, W tnen 
there exists a sequence of pairs of coprime positive 
integers (?>1>ln) such that q^|*-Pn/qn l = qn li 1 ^ 1 1 ”* 0
as n-.cc. V/e shall make use of this fact in the next 
section.
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§ 2. "Almost everywhere" theorems.
The aim of this section is to prove the following 
two theorems.
Theorem 2.1.
Tor each («*  , a) £ X'xX' let 3 , „ be the skew-product 
extension of described in Definition 1.1; then the 
set of points (*,b ) for which S is ergodic has measure* 9 p
one.
Theorem, 2. 2.
Tor each («t,p)£X'xX' let 3^  ^he the skew-product 
extension of 'f ^ described in Definition 1.1; then the 
set of points (o<,p) for which 3y ^ is ergodic is a 
residual subset of the complete metric space £0 ,1] x C),1].
Corollary 5.4 of f1 53 shows that 3^ is ergodic if 
and only if T(a( ,p)) = iR. v/e begin the proof of
Theorem 2.1 with a series of lemmas which will show that 
h>(i(«,p): ie:s(a(.,.,t,p) }) = 1. In the first four of 
these we shall work with a fixed but arbitrary irrational c* 
belonging to the set W of lemma 1.4.
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T, 0T~.1T Q 2 5»
Let p and q be coprime positive integers and suppose 
that for some real number i] with 0 < 1J < 1/2 » q J oc — p/a | <  ">/. 
for each integer k with 0 <  |k|<q -1 let k be the residue 
of kp modulo q; then | <  k<*> - k/q | <  ij/q for all k with 
0 <  | k | <q .-1 .
For each integer i with 0^i<q-1 let k. (C^k^<q-1) 
be the unique solution of the equation: k. = i and let 
kj^  (-(q-1 ) <kj ^  0 ) be the unique solution of the 
equation: k.! = i. Then
:roo~. For arm with 0< ’¿¡■si a-1 we have 
:k*> - <kp/q> || <  k* >  - k/q | =
<  |k|| * - p/q |
<  q| * - p/q | <  i/q
ar.d this oroves the first assertion. The second assertion 
follows from the combination of t m s  witn the trivial 
inequalities: 0 <  1/q < 2/q < ... <(q-1)/q <  1 .
The next lemma is the cornerstone of the proof of 
Theorem 2.1. before stating it we need to introduce an 
auxiliary transformation :X x X 1 ->X xX' defined oy. 
T* (x , p) = (7u(x),fl). It is clear that %  preserves the
ijeoesgae measure on
is a cocycle for i*.
X x X' and that a ( X  x X' — IR
L ernna 2. .
let R be a closed rectangle of the form
which is contained in X x X' . Let (pn>qn)
of pairs of coprime positive integers with
that q.^ |o<- p /q i -»0 as n -> 00 . Then for n 1 . r icv n '
Ca, , x Cu2 
be a sequence 
the property 
every e with
> v
1/2> £ > 0 ,
Lim Inf V ( R O T  ^n(R)n [(x,s): | 1 - |a(q .x,«,p)| | < « } ) >  n r n
Proof. Suppose that n is sufficiently large that the 
following conditions are satisfied:
&(1) I 01- p /a i <x n/ *n 1 */2q.
(2) II <^  II < (V1 - u,i
(3) qn > 32/(v. - u1 ) ;
(4) qn 1 0/ ( Vp — 1^2 ) •
e shall sho.7 that
V(RnT„ ^ n (R) f | 1 - |a(qn,x,€t,p) | | < £}) >  — xy •
e begin by considering the discontinuities of the 
function a(q xX'- 1». The domain of this functi
nay be extended to (Rx X' by defining
aiq^.x,*,?) = a(q ,<x>,«*,p) for every (x,p)€IRxX'.
Let D be the set cf points in X x X 1 at which tne extended 
function is discontinuous. Then D = 3U G where
qn-i
3
- a
i(x,p) £ X x X ' : Ti(x) = 0 }
and 0 = u-i —Pi {(x,p)£
X x X ' : T^(x) = pi
'his is
J ^ 
bec au;so a(qn.x,w,p)
qn-1
- iEo^-no
for all (x, p) £ X x X' .
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Jhe intersection of 3 and C contains exactly qn point:
'./.lier will naa Potentially“0 , 0  * ’ qn-1,qn-1 *
there are two different orderings on BO G; the ordering 
inherited from the lexicographic ordering of iR~ and the 
lexicographic ordering on the subscripts. V/e assign the 
names ^  . (G< i, .K 1^-1 ) in such a way that these two 
orderings coincide. For each pair of subscripts (i,j) 
there exists a pair of integers (i',j'(i)) with 
0 <  i' , j ' (i) sS q -1 such that
c, , = {(x , a): Ti'(x) = 0 !n i(x,p): T^'(i) (x) = ¡3}
= ( < — i ' C< > ,< (d'(i) -i')«x-^).
It follows from the second statement of lemma 2.3 that 
i1= i and j ' (i) - i ' = j ( with p = pR and q = qQ). For 
? subscripts (i,3) (0<i,J<qn-1) let b±>, be 
point (<-i'd>,j/qn); then the distance between 
j and b . -is
I <  (3* (i)-i' ) *> - J / q n l = |<(j,(i)-i')oi>-(.i'(i)-i,)/in l
< f/ 2  qn
as is shown by the first assertion of Lemma 2.3 and 
C o n d i t i o n  ( 1 ) .
How let; :ilXxX' be the set:
^ 0  x£X, f£|R, ¡f-i/lnl < e'/qn^  *
he next cage shows a neighbourhood o_
r> ,if J
Phe diagram o
ary o Tt is assumedtypical element c_. ^
-(7!
&U# . JA

V(U. -UT. ■ U . .) = | <_i- C<>_< _(i+1 )'°e>*| .2£/q
1  J J 1  > J 1 9 J iX
and
| | < _ i - « >  _ <_(i+i)'->|- 1 /qn | = |i'-(i+i ) 1 11<*- pn/qnl
<  qn l^-Pn/qn l
<  £/2^n .
Therefore
£ ( 2  - £/2}/q.2 <  V(Uij.U7i)jU i Ì!j) <  £ ( 2  + g/2)/q2 .
Combining; this with Inequality (3) we have 
v(ulfj) , >  e. V ( ui}ju v i>Ju w i> .)/32.
)Vj- T_e+; j 135 thj collection of all index pairs (:
with C*ci<:qn-2 and 1«:s£qn-1 for which
U. ,uv. .UT. . c R,-fJra-n (R). Inequality (2) ensures 
i>3 i».] i»0 *
that
V (P.n Awrp"In (R))
and I:a equalities (3) and (A >\ — /
of E A ~’ ^ * ln(R) ( by
4-he coll^
Of 0 ;and the boundary of H) :
*V ( u (Ui- 9 . U T. J ri.3
(i > .1 ) £ I
To compliete t;he proof 0 f
taken by a(ln>• ) on the
when (i,j)
of H) is sufficiently fine that
-(10)
i,j ’ i > .1 i» J
The set d was cnosen so
li a(q ,x,«,p) Ü = U ci p |i <  € - ( 1 1  )
for all (x,p)£H. Because a(q , )  is continuous on
each U. . ( (i,j) £1 ) we can unambiguously define u. .1 > J 1 y J
to be the nearest integer to a(qn,x,«t,p ) for any
(x,3)£ U. .. The auantities v. . and w. . may be similarly ' “ 1 > J 1 > J
defined for all (i,j)£I. It follows from Equation (6) that
i>3
for every (±,j)£I. For each^£X' we now. apply Lemma 2.4.16 
to and the function which sends exp(2irix) to 
"X- j.0 .j(x)-p (x £ X ). The result shows that I a(qn ,x,<*, p) | <
for all (x , ) £ X x X 1 . Equation (12) now implies that at
-(1 2 )
It one of the quant u. . 1 1 . 1 V-
equal to one for every (i,j)£I. Inequality (5) follows 
from the combination of this fact with (9)»(10) and (11),
Let U ± : 1« K 00! be the collection of all clos<
rvals of X which have rational endpoints. If
interval then for ever•y £ > 0  there exists an
that A (JAJ. ) /s shall male of this property of
|J.) in proving Lemma 2.r
Lemma 2.5.
For all i j all
there exists an n£ 21^  such that
ê with 1 /2 >  £ >  0 and almost alip£X'
É2 A(F-)
\ ( J . h i V n (J. )n ix: |1- |a(qn .x,«<,p)| I < £ l )  > 1.28
- i t )
MS*aKr»r k H W ' S & ï  Ü  *1 1* it - »*• jft-'l • n m s aaS*-
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■Proof. Suppose this is false. Then for some i£ ~Z? and 
£>C there exists a measurable set ITC X1 with A(1T)>C 
such that Inequality (1) fails whenever IT and n 1 22T+ .
The Lebesgue density theorem shows that there exists a 
closed interval J C X  with A(J\H)/A(J) <  £’/128. 7/hen 
applied to the rectangle J. x j  Lemma 2.4 shows that 
for all sufficiently large n the measure of the set
(Jix J ) n T K Hn(JixJ)Pi {(x,p): | |a(qn,x,«t,p)| - 1 I < £ }
is greater than A(J)/64. This implies that for
each such n the set of points ££ J for which Inequality (1)
9
holds has measure greater than £"A(J)/64. So Inequality (1) 
must hold for some f 1 N and n£ X +; but this contradicts 
the definition of ’T. 3o no such set can exist; this proves 
"tliG lem^a.
?or all iZ , all £ with 1/2 > £ > 0  and almost all 
ß£X' there exists an m£5£such that
\ ( < |a(m,x,*,p) £j) >  £2X(Ji)/256 .
Proof. 3upp03 0 6 ÌlStt for some i£ , £ >  0 , p £ X' and m £ '
t h s r 0 ö rIIS o3 x £ Jin with | |a(m,x,«<,ß) | - 1 | < £.
Then eithor i a(m;,x,c<.,jj) - 1 | < £ or |a ( m , x, o( , ß ) + 1! < e .
In the second ca.3 0 X and |a(-m,x,<<> p ) - 1 | < £
so we e-in suostitute —m for m. The conclusion now follows
from Ler.2rla p c
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Lenna 2.7 .
Let (oc, p) bo any element of X'xX' and let c: (R, — R+ 
be any function. Let r£tl and suppose that for every i Z Z, 
and £>0 there exists an mZ  ^ s uch that
M  J± ~ Z~r2( •Ji) n jx: |a(m,x,*,p) - rj <£}) >  c(e)X(Ji).
Then r£3(a(.,.,«<,p)).
Proof. ?ix «>0 and let A C X  be any measurable set 
with X(A) >C. Choose i£ such that
A(<Ii\A)/A(<Ji) <  c(fc)/3 ; this is possible by the Lee 
density theorem. There exists an rnC Zsuch that
oesyue
. ;T (c< VA) n Jx: ¡a(m J X  J D< .. ? )  - r| <  £ } )
> A  ( ( A n j . )  n-L
,T -m/
' AO J.. )  n fx : |a(m,x,*,p) - r
A ( J •. )n
a.' i x  : 1 a ( a ,~£- 9 <*., p) - r| <  £ } )
- A(j .\a )
1
- X ( C h T \  A) )
> c ( £ l•H
h>
-<
2 A ( j±\ a :) > G: ( e ) X ( J ± ) / 3  .
rience r >, a (• r • t ** 9 )) •
Let 7 be the sot: {(¿, j?) £ X' xX' : 1 € E(a(.,. ,* ,p )) }. 
Then F is measurable and V(?) = 1.
1
M, it l* I j»
.««¿.rr-r,f
Proof. ?or each £ > 0  let ^¡X'xX' -IR be the function 
with =
Inf Sun A( J. O T“:q( J ,) n (x: |a(n,x,<K»p) - 1 | <  £} )/A(Ji ) •
It is not difficult to show that each is = measurable 
function and this implies that the set
?' = n  i(*>p): ©_k («.|S) > 0 }
k >  1 / 2
is measurable. Lemma 2.6 applies to every <*£ Vi and Lemma 
1.4 shows that \(\>) = 1 ; so Fubini's theorem shows that 
Sl(F') =1. Lemma 2.7 shows that ?' C F and because Lebesgue 
measure is complete this implies that F is measurable and
•V(?) = 1 •
For each 1 £ ~2L let 1_1 .Z= {m/1: m £ Z !  ; then each 
l" 1 . 2 2  is a closed subgroup of IR and every non-trivial 
closed subgroup which contains one is of this form. ,ie 
make use of this fact in proving the next two lemmas, 
which will enable us to deduce Theorem 2.1 from Lemma 2.
Lemma 2.9.
Let T be an ergodic automorphism of the standard 
probability space (XjSSA) antl let a:t8x X-* ift. be a 
cocycle for T. Suppose that 1 £ 3(a) =£ lR ; tnen there 
exists an 1 1 2  such that 3(a) = 1 .~2L and
exp(2-rril.a (.,.)):'25< X — K is a coboundary.
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Proof. Lemma 3.3 of 07] shows that 3(a) is a closed
subgroup of R : so there exists an 1 £ with 3(a) = 1
Proposition 3.12 of D 0] proves the existence of a
coboundary b :Zx X-iR such that a(n,x) + b(n,x) £ 3(a)
for all n £ Z a n d  x£X. But then
exp( 2-rril.a(. j. )) = exp(2iril.b(.,.)) 
and this is a coboundary
Lemma 2.10.
Let 1 be any positive integer and let («*,p)£X'xX' 
with «. irrational. Then exp(2tril.a( .».»>*> p ))'■ X— L 
is a coboundary for ?^ if and only if there exists 
a k€ ~Z. such that < k * >  ;= <!?>•
Proof. Suppose exp(2iril.a(.> .>**»p)) i-3 the coboundary 
of a measurable function y/:X-»iR. Tnen for all x •=. X
y'('1\,((x))/y(x) = exp(2iril(XCOjp) (x) -?))
= exp(-2TTils).
This shows that exp(-2ir.iip) is an eigenvalue ox the
o
unitary operator that T* induces on L (X,S, >0- It 13 
well known that the spectrum of this operator is 
{exp( 2iriko<): k £ Z } ,  so for 3 one k£ ~Z.r<  -^
Conversely if < M >  = < 1P> t--on
exp(2-rril. a ( n , x , p )) = exp(-2irilp)
= e x p ( —2trik. T^(x) )/exp(—2irxkx)
for all n £ "Zand x £ X.
J
a§X àiikÊlâ*’
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Proof of Theorem 2.1.
Lemmas 2.9 and 2.10 show that if («,p) £X'xX' and
with <kot> = < l p > .  A simple application of Tubini's 
theorem shows that the set of points (e<,^ ) for which this 
is true has measure zero. The theorem novi follows directly
7/e now turn to the task of proving Theorem 2.2; most 
of the work has already been done.
Lemma 2.11.
For each i Z Z  and £ with 1 / 2 > £ > 0  let-r
a>. _ i i x l ' x l 1 -  (R. be  t h e  f u n c t i o n  w i t h
1£E(a(.,.»<*,f»))£®* then there exists a and an 1 £ ~Z+
from our Le La 2.3 and Corollary 5.4 of £153
£X'xX' there exist i, £ and m £ 
Then cp. (m X ' x X '  — (R/ 1 > C-
Proof. For all x £ X
3o forali x£X, || a(m,x, </Q, fQ) II = ll-mPoll < e - L 
the nearest integer to -— 130 arl'^ suppose tnat jl - satisfies
the inequality:
- ( 1 )
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This implies that for all o< £ X' and all p£ X' which 
satisfy Inequality (1),
^(*,*,{5) = X ^ n C t J ^ n i x :  “loX £0,p)( < x -^5°<>) = k+1()'
3o, for these (■*,£),
l^i.e (“ »•*»?) " fi,£^ra’oio’?o) I
<' A(fx: V X LC>p)(< x +j->) * jE0X CO,po )(<X+^ o >) f)
m-1
^ 2m | << - *
3 = 0
m-1
< - 3 ^ > - < - j ° t0 >  I + ! <°<-jfJ>-<°<0-jp0:
2m|^-oCo | + ,Zq 2J loi-oCq | + | f- pc
^ 2m(m+1 ) - <* ‘10-/»ol
The set of points (oi,j3) for whicn this last inequality 
holds is an open neighbourhood of -ln-e 1 emrr.a i£
proved.
lemma 2 .1 2 .
Let F be the set {(*c, p) € X f x X 1: 1 £ 13( I 5
:nen f is res idual subset of C0 ,ll x C0 ,ll .
Proof. For each i £ ~Z! and £ with 1 / 2 > 6 > 0  let Gijg be
the set
{(*,(3): 3up ^ i > £  (m, *, (0 >  Z~\ ( J ± ) / 2 5 c  
It follows from Lemma 1.4 and Lemma 2.5 that each Gij£
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is a dense subset of fO,l] x [0,1] and Lemma 2.11 shows 
that it is an open set. Therefore the intersection
OC CO
1
is a dense G.-subset of 
that this intersection
n n Gi o-kk=2 ’
[0,1] x C0.1J
is contained
. Lemma 
in ?.
2.7 shows
Proof of r'heorem 2.2.
It follows from Lemma 2.9 and Lemma 2.10 that
CO CO
{(*,&): 1 £ 3(a(.,.,«,p)) fR| C U  U  <k « >  = < l p >r k=-oo 1=1
This is clearly a countable union of nowhere dense sets 
so Lemma 2.12 shows that {(*<>j?): 3(.,.,°<»j3) = IR} is a 
residual subset of [0,1] x C0.il. The proof is completed 
by Corollary 5.4- of 0 5l •
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§'5. The suedal case: <k«<> = < 1 f >.
Although Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 show that most of the
„ are ergodic they do not yield a single o( > (3 ° Jextensions 3C
concrete example of an ergodic transformation. In this 
section we study the cocycle a(.,.,rf,p) in the special 
case where <k»c> = < 1 ^ > ,  for some k £ ”21and 1£2£+ . 
lemma 2.10 shows that the corresponding extension is 
never ergodic but the reason for this is simple; it is 
possible to modify the cocycle by adding a suitable 
co’oo'iindary so as to obtain a new cocycle a1 :2x X - 1 
tie shall show that in "most" cases the new extension 
3’ ¡ X x r ' . Z - X x r  .2, which corresponds to thise*. > 0
cocycle, is ergodic. We also obtain an explicit description 
of the quantities c< and p, 30 it is possiole to obtain 
concrete examples.
We shall use the following terminology: if * and p 
are two elements of X* which satisfy an equation
= <  Ip >  then this equation is called reduced 
if there is no 1 ’ properly dividing 1 and k 1 dividing 
k such that <k*o<> = < l ’p>.
Lemma 3*1.
Let (ot,p)£X'xX' be a pair of irrational numbers which
satisfy the reduced equation <kc<> = < 1 ? > i0r o0m“ 
non-zero kilar.d 1 £ ~Z+ . Let c be the highest common 
factor of k and 1; let k' = k/c and let 1' =l/c. Then there 
exists an integer s with - l < s < c  and an irrational
1number SIX' such that p’ = < k 1 © >  and oc= < 1 ' © >  where 
p' = p + s/l . Also if s is not zero then it and c are 
coorime.
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Proof. Cl early (k«< - Ip) £ Z:; let s' be the residue of
(k«t - Ip) modulo c and let s be either s' or s' - 1,
whichever ensures that p' = p + s/l £ X'. Then
< 1* p * >  = <1' (¡3 +s/l) >  = < l'< p + s ' / l »  = < 1 ’P +s'/c>,
so that
! < k'«>-<l'p ' >  | = < <  k'et >  - <l'p'>>
= < < k ’«< >  - <l'ft -t- s ' / c »
= < < k ’ot-l'p>-s '/c >
= 0 .
UÌ o p* II « - l'j}1 C ~ZL Beoause k' and 1' are copriiae there
exist ini;agsrs u and v such that ul' - vk' =■= d. Then
1'(p ’ + u) = d + vk' + 1 * p*
and (p' + u)/k' = (l'p‘ + d)/l'k' + v/1' .
But (l'p'+ d)/k' = ,
SO ( p' +u)/k’ = (<* + v)/l' .
Let 9 = < (<*.+ v)/l' >  ; the,n < 1 ' Q >  = < * + - / >  = tx and
< k ' e >  =: <(3 ' + U> = p ' •
Finally, suppose tnat j > 1 and j divid e3 both s and <
Then
c  (k/j)‘*> = <  (c/j)k'°< > = < ( C/j)l'jJ' >  = <:(o/j)(i'p + 3 /
= <(c/j)l’p > il A H C_l. V
This is contrary to our assumption that the equation
<  V:o<> = ;ip > is reduced. Therefore s and c are coprirne.
è
w  ■ jwtiiniM * *i» •
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By using Lemma 3.1 we can break the problem down into 
four separate cases. We assume that u and ¡3 are elements 
of X' which satisfy the reduced equation < k * >  = < l p >  
and that <*. is irrational.
Case U  1 = 1 .
In this case Lemma 1.2 shows that a(.,.*«*>p) is a 
coboundary.
Case 2: k = 0.
Here < 1  f >  = 0 so that p = s/1 where s and 1 are 
coprime and 1^s<l-1 . The cocycle a(.,.,“,p) clearly
takes values only in the group 1 . ^  . Let
3' : X x 1~1 . Z~»X x l"1.2 be the correspondingck> p '
1 '.2-ex tension of . It follows from a tneorem of 
Conze (C4D j Theorem 5) that for each rational j3 -. X' 
the extension 3' is ergodic for almost all kc X' .
9 |3
A stronger result, which is proved in both C4l and Cl 53 » 
holds when k = 0  and 1 = 2  . Here ¡5=1/2 and , 1 /2 
is ergodic for every irrational «£X'.
Case 3: 1 >  2, kj=_0, I divides k.
Here we have c = l and © = oc in Lemma 3.1; so
j3 • = < k ’cx> and p = <k'* >  - s/1. Therefore for all x£X,
a (1 , x , =t, p) - "X- [o, ¡S) ^ x ^ P
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fa(1 ,xf<*, <k'°‘>) - a( 1 , < x  - p >  s/1) if s>0,
La(1 ,x,ot, < k 'o < .> )  + a( 1 , < x - k'*>,°t,-s/l) if s<0.
The cocycle a( k' «■> ) is an example of Case 1 and
is therefore a coboundary. let a' : 2x X 
cocycle with
1 1 be the
a' (n,ot, p
r-a(n:
x) = \
La(n,
|'-a , <  x - p > j^js/l) if s>0, 
, <  x - k'tx> ,«,-s/l) if s<0,
for all n i Z  and x£X. Let 3' be the 1 .2£-exten3ion
of T which is defined by a' , . It is easy to see that
y p
S' is conjugate to S' /-, and so has the same ergodico< j ¡3 ”i> I s  I /  i
properties. The study of the present case therefore 
reduces to that of Case 2.
Case 4: 1 > 2 , k ^  0, 1 does not divide k.
This is the most important case and the main subject 
of this section.
let -.R be the function with $p(x ) = -kx/1 and
let t;2x X-* ¡R. be the corresponding coboundary for T^.
let a’ = - b 5 then for all n i Z  and x£X,
<  i.a' (n,x) > = <l(-n(S - ® ( < x  + no«.> ) +&{x)) >
J ft ' '
= < -Inp + k(x + no<) - kx >
= < -In p + kn<*>
- < n(lp‘- k*) > = 0.
So a' takes values only in 1 ."Z. 1st 
1~ \~Z- ex tens ion defined by aJCj p
• I oe tneo<, p
we shall show that
*<9
is ergodic under suitable conditions on and p.
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Iemma 3.2.
Let be two irrationals which satisfy the
reduced equation <k«*> = < l p >  where k*0, 1>2. 
and 1 does not divide k. Let s,c,k',1'i JJ' and © be 
the quantities defined in Lemma 3.1. Suppose that 
Lim Inf a||ll'a©|| = 0  so that there exists a sequence
q.
of pairs of coprime integers (pn »qn) such that 
11' divides each qn and q^ | 3 - Pn/qr I ?or eacil
let rn = qn/l an<^  "or eack ^>(3 define Dn>£ to be
the set:
which is used in the third line, may be justified as
Proof. 7or every E>0, n >  1 and x£X,
and when n is sufficiently large,
crn-1 0
à
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follows: when n is large < k 'Pn/qn >  a good approximation
to p' and the right hand side of the identity approximates p.
How both sides of the identity lie in X' and they must be
equal, as their difference is necessarily an integer.
Comparing the constant terms of (1) and (2) gives:
|cr (<k'o /a >  - s/1) - cr 8 I = cr |<k'n /q >-8'|
= crn l <k'pn/qn > - < k ’e >  |
<  crn |k' | |©-Pn/qn l .
This can be made less than any & > 0  by making n large.
When this is done D , is prescisely the set of pointsn, t
x £ X  for which the sums in Equations (1) and (2) differ.
large n,
) <
crn-1
2 ( ! i« -i <o /or > i=0 1 -n' n ■1 + lf-
±oi- < k,Pn/qn> +  s/1_ i<Pr/°rn> l
crn-1
.£.(2i|<*- < p  /cr 1=0 n • >  | + n 1 !r - < k 'Pn/'qn >  1 '
<* crn(cV 1 )1' Is " V qrJ + crn |k’ 1 ! 9- Pn/qn !
< (qn + <inlk ' i qn/qJ •
■ ends: to zero as n -»
Theorem 3.3.
Let <*,p£X' be two irrationals which satisfy the reduced 
equation <k<*> = < l p >  where k,tO, 1 > 2  and 1 does not 
divide k. Let 1' and 9 be the quantities defined in Lemma 3-1 
and suppose that Lim Inf ill ll'qsll = ®q _
l-1.^-extension of T* which is defined by is ergodic.
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Proof. V/e will first show that 3(a(.,. ,<*,{1) = l~\jZ .
Let c,k' and s be the quantities of Lemma 3-1 and let
(p ), (qr) and (r^) be the sequences of Lemma 3-2. For
each n3*1 let h be the residue of k'p - sr modulo 1'. n n n
This number is never zero because k'pn and 1' are always
coprime whereas 1' always divides rn . Following
Equation 3.2.2 we have, for sufficiently large n and all x£X,
i(crn ,x, <  Pn /crn >  , <  (k ' pn - srn )/qn >  )
crn"1 0
Z l i=0 m=£ ~ y  (x + m)C-i< Pn/crn >  » <  k' Pn/qn >  - s/1 - i <  Pn/crn >)
- crn <(k'pn -srn)/qn >
crn-1
5=o mio”X  'x + m)[j/crn.5/crn + <  (k'Pn -srn )/qn >)
- crn<(k'pn -srn)/qn >
cr -1
5V  * v  (x)=0 /V---- - V 1' •Cjl'/ln.(51' +hn)/qn)
Here the penultimate equality follows from the j.act that
the sets ( <  -i< p^/cr^ >>: 0 =^i^crn-l} and
lj/cr : 0s£ j^cr -1 } are identical. The final equality
holds because, when both sides are considered as defining
functions of x, they are both locally constant except
for 2cr identical discontinuities and both ha/- zero n
integral.
For each n for which Equation (1) holds the quantity
h has one of the values: 1,2» ... jll_1- r-n~acingn
-(D
' »
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(p ), (q^) and (rn) with suitable subsequences we may
assume that h-n is independent of n and has some constant 
value, h.
How let J. be any member of the set {J^:1^i<°°i 
which, was used in §2. Given any £ >0, choose n£ 
sufficiently large that Equation (1) holds and the 
following inequalities are satisfied:
(2)  X(D J  <  A( Jt ) / 3;
(3) crn >  4A(J±);
_cr
(4) n(J±)) >  X(J±)/2.
Lemma 3-2 shows that it is possible to satisfy Inequality (2) 
and the fact that || cr^ ®* ¡i = II ln ©!l ”* ^ shows that (4) 
may be satisfied.
Equation (1 ) shows tnat the function
a(crn ,., < p n/crn >, < (k'pn - 3rn ^ :in >  ^ :X R 
is periodic, with period 1/crn . In each cycle it takes 
the value (l'-h)/l' on an interval of length h/i'crn 
and the value -h/1' on an interval of length (1'-h)/l'crn .
Inequalities (3) and (4) imply that Ji^ T ot n (Ji) 13 an 
interval whose length is at least 2/crn and which therefore 
contains at least two complete cycles. A simple argument 
now shows that the measure of she set
I °rn(j.) n lx: a ( c r „ , x , < p n / c r  >,<(k'pn -srn)/qn>) - h/1'
o/ii v,>\ ^ t Together with Lemma 3.2is greater than 2(1' - ->x • *u°= u
and Inequality (2) this implies that
(l1 - h) X( J; )
XUi |x: |a(crn ,x,«i,p) +h/l' | <  €}) >  3!'
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Since this is true for every i £ and £>0, Lemma 2.7 
shows that -h/1' 7 K(a(.,. ,«,p)). A similar argument 
shows that (l'-hj/l' € S(a(.,. ,<*, p)) and it follows from 
Lemma 3-3 of [15] that 1 £ 3(a(.,., <*, j3)). Lemma 2.9 
and Lemma 2.1C now show that 2(a(. >. »“Sp )) - 1 . ^  > 
for otherwise the equation <koi> = <13> would not 
be reduced.
As the cccvcles a' and a(.,.*°SfO differ only ’oy ac*,p r
coboundary Lemma 3*9 of [15] shows that they have the 
same essential values. Corollary 5.4- of [15l completes the 
proof.
It is not difficult to construct concrete examples 
which satisfy the conditions of Theorem 3-3. In the 
case where k = 4 and 1= 20 we have 11' = 100 and i t is easy 
to find suitable irrationals and fi in terms oi their 
decimal expansions. Let (i ) be a sequence oi positive 
integers with in+1 >  3in+2 (n>1) and let 9 = ^  10
Then if qn = 10ln,
q^ | 1C0q^9|i = 10^1! 1c"'n+2,f’4 10 ^  ¡| =10 n 3 10 j <2.10. n.j  = 1
2i co -i,+2n 7? 
j=n+1
3o if o< = <  1'9 > = 50 and p = <  k '0 >  + s/c = 0+1/4
the o<,p,k and 1 satisxjfv the conditions of Theorem 3.3
and 3’ is ergodic.
+he condition Lim Inf q|| ll'qeji q
may appear to be rather restrictive 
not so. V/e conclude this chapter oy 
everywhere" version of Theorem 5.3.
= 0 in Theorem 3-3 
but in fact this is 
proving an "almost 
3y using the results
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of Con.z-2 it is possible to weaken the conditions on
k and 1.
je £ X' : Lira Inf q |j fq 9 jj = 0 , f £ Z +J
q.
A proof of Lemma 3.4 can be obtained by modifying the 
proof of Theorem I, Chapter VII of L3]> the theorem that 
was U3 ed to prove Lemma 1.4. Rather than reproduce part 
of [_3l here we give only the details of the modifications. 
They are contained in Appendix B.
Let be the set 
then X { ■'!') = 1 •
T, Of"! "1 ;U *>  ^#
Let V be the set of all irrational numbers <<£ X’ for 
which the following statement holds: if l*£ and &€ X 1 
satisfy the equation < ! * © >  = << then 6£V/'.
Then X(V) = 1 .
Proof. Suppose that 
a measurable set AC 
such that for every 
<c & >  = << , But this
-fche lemma is faiso. Tnen there exists 
X' with A (A) > 0  and an integer 1* £ ’Z + 
=<£A there exists 8£X'\7' with 
implies that
X(X'N,-/') > \ ( { < 1 * « > :  S C X \ W ' ) ) A *  5*X(A)/1*>0 
in contradiction to Lemma 3-4. This contradiction proves
the lemma
-1 /nieh is<!-«> = <  ip> ; then the 1 .2-extension of v
defined by the cocycle a' is ergodic.
Kr p
Proof. As the union of a countable collection of sets oi 
measure zero has measure zero itself, it is permissible 
to consider each pair (k,l) separately. If k = 0 or if 
1 divides k then we are dealing with an example of our 
Case 2 or Case 3. The conclusion then follows from
- of £4], If k ^ o  and 1 does not divide k then■ neorem
Lemma 3.5 
satisfied
shows that the conditions of Theorem 3.5 are 
for almost all x £ X'•
B .m" à i k j à ^ .  t t u B E
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Theorem s•-.
for almost all irrational numbers c<.£ X' the following 
statement is true: let k and 1 be two integers with 1 > 2  
and let pI X' be any solution of the reduced equation
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APPENDIX A
RECURRENCE OF CO-CYCLES A N D  R A N D O M  WALKS
GILES ATKINSON
Skew-product extensions of ergodic transformations by non-coinpact groups can 
be regarded as generalising the idea of random walks on such groups. The purpose of 
this paper is to  consider the generalisations of two results on random walks on the real 
line.» One of these carries over to skew-product extensions, the other does not.
D e f i n i t i o n . Let (X , S), p) be a probability space ,/ : X  -*  R,a measurable function 
and T  : X  -* X  an ergodic automorphism of (X , £?, p). We definelhe co-cycle for T  
given by /  to be the function af  : Z x X  -* R with
a An, .y) =  E / ( T ’'(.v)) for n > 0,
1=0
o j(0, .v) =  0 for all x  e X,
nf (n, x) =  —a/K—n, T "(:<)) for n < 0.
The skew-product extension of T, determined by J, is the transformation 
Sf  : X  x R  -* X  x U;
S,(x , t) =  (T(.x), f-h /W ).
The powers of Sj- may be expressed in terms of the co-cycle ay,
S f{ x ,  t) =  (T"(.t), t-rdjin, x)).
Finally we say that a j  is recurrent if and only if, for every .4 s  5# with p(/l) > 0 
and every e >  0, there exists an integer 0 such that
p(,4 n  T '"(.4) o  {x : |a,{n, .t)| <  £}) >  0.
Co-cycles which are not recurrent are called transient.
The structure of skew-product extensions into general locally compact abelian 
groups has been analysed by Schmidt in [1]. It is shown there that a co-cycle af  is 
recurrent if and only if the corresponding extension S f  is conservative (1 heorem 4.3). 
A random walk on S3, which is defined by a probability measure ). on may be
CO
realised as a skew-product extension in the following way: let X  be the space  ^ 11^ A  
(each R, =  R), with the product Borel structure; let p be the product of measures 
identical to A. in each factor; let T  be the shift
T(... .r0, x „  ... Jr„ ...) =  ( -  *i. *2. - * i h . •••)•
Finally \vc choose the function /  to be the 0th co-ordinate projection,
/(...*„, X„ ...) = :Co-
R ece iv ed  3 S e p te m b e r , 1 9 7 5 ; rev ised  I I  F e b ru a ry , 1976.
[J . London M a t h . S o c . (2 ) , 13 (1 9 7 6 ). 4S 6 -W 3]
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The correspondence between this skew-product extension and the random walk is 
completed by observing that successive values of af (n, x ) describe the positions of 
points performing the walk. Uy Proposition 4.6 of [1], the recurrence cf ar implies 
that almost all points return arbitrarily close to zero, infinitely often, under the action 
of Sj-. This is equivalent to the usual definition of the persistence of random walks. 
The following theorem is an extension to co-cycles of [2; Theorem 4, p. 203].
Theorem. Suppose (,V, £?, p) is a .‘ton-atomic probability space, T  : X  -* X  is an 
ergodic measure-preserving automorphism and is an integrable function.
Then af  is recurrent if  and only if ) f  dp =  0.
Proof. Suppose J /r/;r A 0. The ergodic theorem, applied to / ,  shows that for 
almost all .vs A'
Lim n~1 a¡(it, a) =  \ fd p .
Therefore, for some N  >  0, /¡(B) > 3/4, where B is the set 
{.v : |af (n, ,v)| >  1 for all |n| 5= ¡V}.
An application of Rohlin’s Theorem to T  proves the existence of a set E s  such that
> 3/4 and £  n  T"(E) =  0 ,  1 =S n 4iV.
At least one of the sets T ”(E), with N  <  n 3N, must intersect B in a set of positive 
measure. Let A be such an intersection. Clearly, A n  T~"(A) — 0  for all \n\ i  IV. 
As A cz B, this implies that af  cannot be recurrent.
Conversely suppose ny is not recurrent. By Proposition 4.6 of [1], the set 
Mx — {« : \a/(n, x)| ^  1} is finite for almost all x e X .  For each n > 0 let 
A„ =  {.v : Card (A/x) =$ n); then there exists an N  with p(Ay) > 1/2. The ergodic 
theorem applied to the characteristic function of shows that, for almost all x e  X , 
and for sufficiently large n, over half the points T'(.v), 1 ^  i n, are in -t.v- Each of 
the corresponding af (i, x) has at most N  others within distance one of it. Suppose 
there are r of these values; then any interval containing them must have length 
greater than [(r-l)/(iV +  l)]. As r > n/2, this is greater than (n-2)/(2(iY-f 1)). Hence 
for almost all x e X ,  if n is sufficiently large
Sup \af (i, .v)| >
OSlin
« — 2 
4(JV+1)‘
This implies that for infinitely many i >  0, \af (i, .v)i >  (f — 2)/(4(W4-1)). An application 
of the ergodic theorem to /show s that
IJM'I > l/(4(Af + !))•
Tiic theorem is proved.
For a random walk on the reals, defined by a probability measure /., the series 
£  ;.*"(/) is important, where-;.4” is the u-th convolution power of A and /  is the 
interval [ -1 ,1 ] .  In particular, the walk is recurrent in the sense of there being infinitely
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many returns to zero with probability one, if and only if the series diverges (see [2; 
pp. 200-203]). The following example shows that this result does not extend to 
co-cycles.
Let T  : (0, 1] -+ (0, 1] be a Borel automorphism which is ergodic with respect to
Lebesgue measure. P u t X  — (J (0, i-2 ] x {i} and let ¡x be the product of the Lebesgue
and counting measures, normalised so that /ipf) =  1. Let T  : X  -* X  be the ergodic 
transformation given by;
The term i 2 occurs exactly i times in this sum, which may tnerefore be written as
1. K .  Schmidt, “ Cohom ology and skew-products of ergodic transformations”  preprint (W arwick. 1974)
2. w. Feller, An introduction to probability theory and its applications. Volume two. Second edition
(N e w  Y o rk . 1971).
Mathematics Institute,
University o f Warwick,
Coventry CV4 7AL.
Let dy be tbe co-cycle denned by the function;
Since ffd u  = 12/rr2, a,  is transient. The series which corresponds to V
J  ‘ J  n = 0
co coy /(({.V : \af (n, x)| < 1}) = V f i( {x : ar {n, x ) = 0})
= £ £ it((0,(i+*)-2]x{i})
= (6/rt2) £ £
CO i 1. The series diverges in spite of the fact that cif is transient.i=i
References
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APPENDIX B
Lemma 3.3.4: A do-it-yourself kit.
To prove Lemma 3.3.4 it is enough, to show that for 
any f £ ~Z.+
X ( { 0£ X ’ : Lira Inf q II fq e ¡1 = 0!) = 1 .
q
This follows immediately from setting y/(q) = 1/q.log(q) 
in the following modified version of Theorem I, Chapter VII 
of f3J.
Theorem.
Let f be any positive integer and let y/(q) be a monotone 
decreasing function of the integer variable q > 0  with 
0< ^'(q)<1/2. Then the set of inequalities
II fq e  II < q )
has infinitely many integer solutions q > 0  for almost no 
or almost all numbers 9 according as S y/(q) coverges 
or diverges.
7/e shall only be concerned with proving the theorem 
in the divergent case. The proof of Cassels’ original 
formulation consists of five lemmas (Lemmas 1-3 and 5—8) 
and a section entitled "Proof of Theorem I (divergence, 
n = 1 )" which contains two more lemmas (Lemmas 8 and 9).
The alterations which must be made to these in order to 
obtain a proof of the above statement are set out below. 
They include the insertion of one entirely new lemma,
Lemma 5*.
tL Vv
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Loan a 1_.
Substitute fq for q wherever it appears with, the 
exceptions ox the first line of the proof and the 
expression i^ (q) .
Lsaas 2, 3 and 5. 
iTo change.
Before Lemma 6 insert:
Beriya 5 *•
Let 0(q) be the number of integers p, 0 < p < a  which 
are prime to q. Then for all positive integers f,
^(qf) 5* ^(q) •
Proof. Theorem 62 of [7j states that
d> (m) = m T T  (1 — 1 / p ) >P|m
where the product is taken over prime numbers only.
(As is usual, P|m means that p divides m.) Therexore, 
taking products over prime p, we have:
<j> (qf) = qf " T T  (1 - 1/p) p|qf
>  f  T T  0  “  1/ p ) ^ ( l )P ' f
p/q
>  T T  p(1 - 1/p) 6{q)
p> f
P H
>  ^(q) .
!0
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In the statement and the note replace q by fq except 
in the first sentence and where it appears beneath a 
summation sign (as in S. )• In the proof replace 
by CJ and replace the calculation by:
(fq)“1jz((fq) > f -1a_|Q q V(q)
= f 1 ( 2 5(q)(q 1 + (q+ 1 ) 1 ) + Q $(Q))
q < Q
>  f"1Q"1|(Q)
■>*
(where C Ï 1C’ ).
Lemma 7.
Substitute fq for q except where it appears as w(q) , 
”X(q) or beneath a summation sign.
1emma 3.
No change.
Proof of Theorem jE (divergence» n = 1 ) Eincluding Lemma 9).
Substitute fq for q except where it appears as \jj( q) » 
T(q) , u>(q), d , T. or beneath a summation sign.r ^ -I
L ernna 1 0 and L emma 1 1 .
Substitute fq for q as above. Also substitute fr for 
r except where it appears as j3r > 3"r » /qr or beneath a
summation sign. Y)o not substitute qf for f in "5qr •
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